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П Р Е Д И С Л О В И Е
Настоящее учебное пособие предназначено для студентов неязыковых 
специальностей высших учебных заведений. Цель пособия - обучение различным 
видам чтения и связанным с ним умениям (слушанию, говорению, аннотированию) 
на английском языке по тематике "Человек и окружающая среда".
Выбор этого направления диктуется необходимостью повсеместного не­
прерывного экологического образования ввиду серьезности сложившейся в мире 
ситуации, вызванной вмешательством человека в окружающий его мир. Экологи­
ческое обучение призвано помочь людям получить знания, умения, мотивацию, 
осознать ценности и обрести убежденность, необходимые для управления устой­
чивостью природных ресурсов, а также способствовать тому, чтобы они брали 
на себя ответственность за поддержание чистоты окружающей среды. Новый под­
ход к обучению способен возродить экологию и одновременно подготовить моло­
дых людей к вступлению в ряды убежденных защитников окружающей среды на 
всю оставшуюся жизнь.
Данное пособие рассчитано на второй этап обучения иностранному языку в 
вузе (50-60 часов аудиторных занятий). Оно включает в себя следующие темати­
ческие циклы:
1. Жизнь на планете Земля.
2. Потепление климата.
3. Человек и природный мир.
4. Загрязнение воздуха.
5. Загрязнение воды.
6. Охрана Земли.
Автор старалась избежать недостатков традиционных учебных материалов 
для развития навыков чтения, проявляющихся следующим образом:
а) Выбор текстов зачастую определяется задачами демонстрации кон­
кретного грамматического явления. Упражнения нацелены на манипулирование 
языковыми структурами, на лингвистический анализ текстов.
б) Материалы скорее тестируют, чем обучают, представляя в основном 
ценность только для преподавателя.
в) Материалам недостает разнообразия. Упражнения часто тормозят, а 
не облегчают естественные процессы чтения. Тексты оснащены случайным на­
бором заданий, нацеленных на тривиальные или малосущественные детали в 
ущерб более важным аспектам. Это ведет к замедлению процесса чтения, делая 
его "близоруким".
При традиционных подходах студенты теряют навыки обычного, естествен­
ного чтения на родном языке. С учетом вышеизложенного автор ставит следую­
щие задачи:
1. При работе над текстами экологической направленности помочь сту­
дентам перенести навыки и умения с родного языка на иностранный.
2. Расширить диапазон знаний обучаемых от понимания отдельных слов 
до осознания структуры высказывания с тем, чтобы они могли общаться в рамках 
заданной тематики и давать критическую оценку прочитанного.
3. Развить ‘необходимые умения в приобретении знаний и пользовании
ими.
Организация материала в пределах каждого цикла предусматривает после­
довательное формирование навыков осмысленного чтения и речевых умений.
Каждый текст оснащен предтекстовыми и послетекстовыми упражнениями и за­
даниями. Предтекстовые упражнения ставят целью работу над научно-технической 
лексикой с использованием терминологического словаря пособия, что способ­
ствует развитию первичных навыков употребления лексических единиц по данно^ 
теме и навыков самостоятельной работы с отраслевыми словарями, необходимых 
будущим специалистам.
Послетекстовые задания нацелены на развитие навыков обобщения и ком­
прессии текста и, главное, на развитие речевых умений на основе упражнений 
творческого и дискуссионного характера, готовящих студентов к неподготовленно­
му монологическому высказыванию и диалогической речи.
В учебном пособии не предусмотрена работа над лексико-грамматической 
базой, поскольку, в соответствии с требованиями программы, она проводится на 
первом этапе обучения (I курс). Преподаватель определяет необходимость отра­
ботки тех или иных лексико-грамматических явлений в зависимости от конкрет­
ных условий обучения. Кроме того, предполагается, что формулы речевого обще­
ния для представления и обоснования своего мнения, а также для выражения со­
гласия или несогласия с мнением собеседника были освоены студентами ранее на 
первом этапе обучения.
Учебные тексты составлены на основе оригинальных материалов, опублико­
ванных в современных англоязычных изданиях (см. библиографический список).
Учебное пособие снабжено терминологическим словарем и графическими 
материалами.
Содержание учебного пособия нацелено на развитие способностей пользо­
ваться английским языком, а не анализировать языковые формы. На аудиторных 
занятиях преобладают интерактивные, диалоговые метода обучения: работа в па­
рах и небольших группах, решение проблемных ситуаций, "мозговые атаки", роле­
вые игры, групповые дискуссии и конкурсы, составление таблиц и т.д. Использо­
вание графического и иллюстративного материала призвано повысить интерес к 
читаемому и мобилизовать способности студентов к проведению анализа и обоб­
щения. Обсуждение различных подходов к поставленным проблемам позволяет 
выработать линию действий, направленных на достижение всеобщей цели - созда­
ния устойчивого мирового сообщества, в котором задачи прогресса будут решать­
ся только в гармонии с окружающей средой.
Автор приносит глубокую благодарность за ряд предоставленных материалов 
Барбаре Фелитти (Институт устойчивых сообществ, США), Ларисе Зиновьевне 
Родионовой (завкафедрой иностранных языков УГТУ-УПИ, Екатеринбург), Ричарду 
Гаррисону (Британский Совет).
Автор с благодарностью примет все замечания и предложения по улучшению 
содержания пособия и учтет их при возможном переиздании.
Автор
SECTION I
LIVING ON PLANET EARTH
U N I T  1
PRE-READING
1. Read and translate the following international words:
sphere, image, human, international, character, cen­
tral, to realize, natural, protection, economic, planet, 
global, community.
2. R em em ber the pronounciation and translation o f the  
following words:
solitary ['solit(9)ri] одиночный, отдельный; один;
обособленный; 
environment [in/vai0r9n'ment] окружающая среда; 
sustainable [s9s'te in9b l]  устойчивый, обеспечи-
to exhaust [ig'zo:st] истощать, исчерпывать; 
to explore [iks'plo:] исследовать, изучать; 
to reinforce [ jr . in 'fo  :s] усиливать, укреплять; 
to conquer ['кэг\кѳ] завоевывать, покорять; 
to treat [tri:t] обращаться, обходиться;
frontier ['frAntjs] граница, рубеж; 
to ensure [in'Ju9] обеспечивать, гарантировать; 
to harm [ha:m] причинять вред, наносить ущерб; 
gradual destruction постепенное разрушение; 
to threaten ['Gretn] угрожать, быть угрозой.
3. Nam e the English verbs which were used for the for­
mation o f the following words and translate them:
unforgettable, preservation, sustainable, growth, inex­
haustible, overdevelopment, protection, harmful.
4. Skim  through the tex t in order to ge t its general idea.
вающий существование^
TEXT #
The unforgettable image of E arth  from space is that 
of a solitary blue sphere, largely w ater and air. It is an im­
age, too, of the international character of environmental 
tasks - varied and difficult. The central task of our time is 
building a sustainable future. Once the natural world was a 
vast, inexhaustible frontier to be explored and overcome. 
Today, we realize that nature is not to be conquered, but to 
be treated  w ith respect and care. We can't choose between 
environm ental preservation and economic growth. We real­
ize tha t the next frontier is a place w here environmental 
protection and the opportunity for economic development 
m ust reinforce each other to ensure a sustainable fu ture 
for the world community.
Overdevelopment not only harm s the environment 
but also threatens hum an life directly. Our world is going 
through a global ecological crisis which means the gradual 
destruction of the hum an race.
POST-READING
1. Translate the following word-groups:
nature is not to be conquered; they m ust reinforce 
each other to ensure a sustainable future; an inexhaustible 
frontier to be explored and overcome; it is to be treated 
with respect and care.
2. Working in pairs consider the following questions'.
1. W hat does Earth look like from space?
2. W hat is the central task of our time?
3. How should we treat nature to ensure a sustainable 
fu tu re  for the world community?
4. W hat is overdevelopment, in your opinion?
3. In sm all groups come to a consensus on the best title o f 
the te x t Then arrange a competition between the 
groups. Give your reasons while choosing the best title.
1. Look up in the English-Russian dictionary different
meanings o f these “misleading words” ( 'ложные 
д р узья  переводчика "):
absorb, hum an, m anufacture, examine, effect, com­
munity, condition, circular, substance, public, data, volun­
tary, basis, dramatic, transition, address, private, coopera­
tion, stress, initial, extraordinary, application, stable, in­
dustrialized.
2. Look up in the vocabulary o f term s to m ake sure  
w hether you understand and pronounce the following 
words correctly:
to penetrate, to screen out, skin cancer, ozone en­
riched air, to stretch (up), to erode, depletion, exposure, 
injury, aquatic animal life, development, chlorofluorocar- 
bons, terrestrial plant life, nonessential use, carbon te tra ­
chloride, methyl chloroform, solvent, layer, unilaterally, re ­
liable, eliminate, disease, deadly, evidence," challenge, dis­
order, research.
3. Read the article w ithout a dictionary and say  what 
global problem  it is about
TEXT 
PROTECTING THE EARTH S BLANKET OF OZONE
There is a layer of gas called ozone. It covers the 
Earth. The ozone-enriched air, which stretches from six to 
th irty  miles up, protects life on earth from dangerous solar 
ultra-violet (UV) radiation. Although ozone, whose mole­
cules are made of three oxygen atoms, absorbs UV radia­
tion, even the amount that now penetrates the ozone layer 
can cause skin cancers and other diseases. The ozone layer 
screens out only the part of the sun’s UV light that harm s
living things. W ith less ozone, these disorders will increase; 
w ith no ozone at all, the UV could be deadly.
In the mid-1970's, scientists became concerned that 
m an-m ade chemical substances called chlorofluorocarbons 
(CFCs) were eroding the E arth ’s stratospheric ozone layer 
causing "ozone holes". CFCs are widely used in refrigera­
tion, aerosols, packaging, auto air conditioners, computer 
m anufacturing and other activities.
The chemical th reat to the life-protecting ozone layer 
in the high atm osphere turns out to be more serious than 
feared. Researchers examined the health effects of in­
creased exposure to UV radiation: injury to the hum an
immune system, increased cases of skin cancers and cata­
racts. It also causes negative effects on terrestrial and 
aquatic plant and animal life.
As scientific data of stratospheric ozone depletion has 
grown, so has the demand for new technologies and for 
national and international policy solutions. These develop­
m ents dem onstrate that a community of nations can work 
out dynamic mechanisms to change the condition of the 
planet and to respond to new challenges. Moreover, they 
stress the importance of science as part of the basis for 
sound public policy, and the positive role which industry 
can play in responding quickly to evidence of environ­
m ental threats.
As a result of the initial research findings, the 
United States in 1978 unilaterally banned the nonessential 
use of CFCs in aerosols. This initiative was taken up by 
few other nations at the time. In January  1982, the 
United Nations Environment Program  (UNEP) began dis­
cussing controls on the use of ozone-depleting gases. The 
process was difficult: there were still no reliable data of 
ozone depletion, CFCs had long been looked upon as m ira­
cle chemicals that were nontoxic, chemically stable, and 
extraordinarily versatile in their applications.
Despite these difficulties, in March 1985, 43 nations 
signed the Vienna Convention, which stated a goal of re­
ducing the use of products harm ful to atm ospheric ozone, 
and established controls on ozone-depleting substances.
Later that year, new data confirmed earlier reports 
of a dram atic spring loss of ozone over Antarctica - the 
"Antarctic ozone hole" - and stim ulated a more active poli-
су response. In 1987 tw enty-four nations signed the M ont­
real Protocol, which committed the parties to reduce the 
use of CFCs by 20 per cent by m id-1994 and by 50 per 
cent by mid-1999.
W hen the M ontreal Protocol parties met a second 
time in 1990, they were presented w ith the first observa­
tions of global ozone loss. They responded with the London 
Amendments (поправки) to the Protocol, which eliminat£ 
CFCs, halons and carbon tetrachloride by the year 2000. 
Methyl chloroform use would be eliminated by the year 
2005.
The United States and other industrialized nations 
also agreed to create a special voluntary fund to assist de­
veloping nations w ith the transition to non-CFC technolo­
gies. Thus, in the USA leading multinational m anufactur­
ers have joined with governm ent to address the substantial 
needs of developing nations for CFC-alternative technolo­
gies. The Industry  Cooperative for Ozone Layer Protection 
(ICOLP) was created by private firms in cooperation w ith 
jthe Environm ental Protection Agency of the USA (EPA) 
in 1989. ICOLP consists of a great num ber of multinational 
^electronics and aerospace m anufacturers and affiliate 
^members in and out of the USA. The organization's main 
.purpose is to help CFC users of ozone-depleting solvents 
find alternative m aterials and technologies. ICOLP has de­
veloped OZONET, an electronic database, as well as cre­
ated a variety of technical materials and other services.
POST-READING
1. What do these abbreviations stand for?
EPA, CFCs, OZONET, UV, ICOLP.
2, Translate the following word-combinations:
life-protecting ozone 
gas
the E arth ’s 
stratospheric ozone
layer
reliable
initial
new
scientific
earlier
data
harm ful
nontoxic
miracle
versatile
stable
global
stratospheric
chemicals loss of ozone
life-protecting
atmospheric
toxic
alternative
m an-m ade
3. Find in the tex t English word-combinations correspond­
ing  to the following Russian ones:
потребность в новых технологических решениях; 
участившиеся случаи заболеваний раком кожи и 
катарактой; живые существа; истощение озонового слоя; 
искусственные химические вещества; химическая угроза; 
опасное ультрафиолетовое солнечное излучение; научные 
данные; отвечать на вновь поставленные вопросы; 
запретить в одностороннем порядке; наращивать 
применение хлорированных и фторированных уг­
леводородов; первоначальные научные находки; газы, 
вызывающие истощение озоносферы; угроза 
окружающей среде; жизнь растений и животных.
4. Scan through the tex t and say  in what connection the
following figures are mentioned:
,1989; 20 per cent; 1987; 24 January  1982; 1978; mid- 
1999; March 1985; 1990; 2005; 50 per cent.
5. Discuss in small groups the following questions:
1. W hat are the negative effects of ultra-violet radiation?
2. W here are CFCs used?
3. W hat decisions on the use of CFCs were taken in
different countries?
4. W hat can you say about the activities of ICOLP?
6. Write a sum m ary o f the article.
PRE-READING
Skim  through the tex t in two m inu tes and say  what 
vital steps m u st be taken b y  governm ents for defending  
ozone layer
Some words to help you:
resolve решимость;
to convince убеждать;
to favour поддерживать, одобрять;
ban запрет;
cut сокращение;
to contribute способствовать;
at the latest не позднее;
to go beyond smth выходить за пределы чего-либо.
TEXT 
OZONE DEFENSE
Getting large num bers of nations to agree on anything, 
especially delicate policy issues, is not an easy job. But now, 
that scientists have convinced policymakers that the earth 's 
ozone layer is in grave danger, governm ents are moving with 
unusual speed and resolve. Meeting in Helsinki, representa­
tives from 86 countries said they favoured a total ban on 
certain chlorofluorocarbons, m an-m ade chemicals destroying 
the ozone, by the end of the century at the latest. That goes 
far beyond the 1987 Montreal Protocol, which called for a 50 
per cent cut in CFC m anufacture by 1999.
Now environmentalists hope that governm ents will tu rn  
their attention to less solvable ecological problems. At the 
Helsinki conference it was declared that the next urgent task 
is to put limits on the emission of carbon dioxide and m eth­
ane, which are believed to be contributing to potentially dan­
gerous global warming.
POST-READING
Nam e the chemicals that destroy the ozone layer.
PRE-READING
1. Say  what you know  about global warming.
2. Look a t the title o f  the article and predict what it  m a y
be about.
3. Read the tex t in five  m inutes and answer the question:
W hat problems will m ankind face in some 50 years? 
Words to help you:
emission [i/miJ(o)n] : heat ~ тепловое излучение, 
теплоотдача;
balance ['boelons] равновесие, баланс;
average annual среднегодовой;
tangible ощутимый;
to make estimates давать оценку;
frequent ['frikwont] частый;
greenhouse теплица;
blanket одеяло, покров, защитный слой;
to impede препятствовать, мешать, задерживать;
escape утечка, выпуск;
littoral прибрежный, приморский;
severe сильный, суровый;
arid безводный, засушливый;
drought [draut] засуха;
precipitation выпадение осадков, осадки.
TEXT
CLIMATIC FORECAST FOR THE XXI CENTURY
Humanity has raised the temperature in the Northern Hemisphere by 
0 - 3° С in the last 15 years through heat emission from enterprises, power 
plants and transport.
* According to Russian researchers, by 2050 the average annual 
temperature may be 3 - 4° С higher than now, which will lead to tangible 
changes in the climate and water balance.
The first estimates on the rising of temperature were published in the 
USSR in the early 70s. They are based on the so-called greenhouse effect - 
a sort of a C 0 2 blanket which impedes the escape of winter cold into outer 
space. Later on the experts from the World Meteorological Organization 
made quite similar estimates at their conference in Austria.
The Russian scientists showed charts o f the expected changes in the 
climate. Up till 2000 they will have little effect on the littoral countries, but 
winter will become less severe and summer - more arid in the continental 
regions of Eurasia. The summer in the Arctic will become tangibly warmer 
and the subtropical zone will extend northwards. * Early on in the next 
century the climate will start changing on a wider scale. Precipitation will 
increase in the Northern areas and droughts will be more frequent in the 
South.
The specialists declare that the global rise in temperature flails for 
international efforts to cope with the problems concer­
ning distribution o f water resources and planning in agriculure.
POST-READING
1. Read the text again and translate into Russian the sentences marked 
by an asterisk *
2. Discuss in pairs the following questions:
1. What changes have taken place and are expected to take place in 
the climate of the Northern Hemisphere?
2. How can you define ’’the greenhouse effect"?
3. Study carefully the chart and discuss in teams o f five the following 
issue: “How can mankind cope with the problems caused by the 
global warming?n Each member o f the team should read and 
comment on one o f the measures suggested in the chart.
What we can do about i t .
Renewables
CHP
Combined Heat and 
Power means using any 
excess energy produced 
by factories to heat local 
houses. At present most 
excess heat is just wasted.
More windmills (and other renewable 
energy devices) mean less oil and coal 
being burned for energy. This means 
less greenhouse gases produced.
Trees absorb a great deal of 
C 02 from the environment. 
Woods actually clean up the 
atmosphere.
Vehicles produce a great deal 
of C 02.
More buses on the roads means 
fewer cars
(i.e. more people in a bus) and so 
less pollution around.
1. Consult i f  necessary the vocabulary o f term s and trans­
late the following words and word - combinations:
consequence; ecological disaster = holocaust; com­
puterized global-climate model; mass burning of fossil 
fuel; runaw ay greenhouse effect; flood; to disrupt; a set 
of rules; a rise of one degree centigrade; strict and imme­
diate controls on emissions; research into mass renewable 
sources of energy; to create millions of refugees; habitats of 
rare species; landslide; avalanche; behaviour; perm afrost; to 
release greenhouse gases; boiling point; modulating the 
force.
2. Nam e the words which served for form ing the following
new  words and translate them :
detectable, restructuring, reforestation, government, 
environmental, unprecedented, scientific, ecological, insta­
bility, renewable, conservation, suggestion.
2. What is your idea o f the Alps?
4. While careful reading the article write out negative con­
sequences o f global warming for the A lps region.
TEXT 
TO THE BOILING POINT
Global warming could raise tem peratures and sea 
levels around the world, causing an ecological disaster in 
the Alps.
Greenpeace has recently raised the problem of an 
ecological holocaust, in which the mass burning of fossil 
fuel provokes a runaw ay greenhouse effect. In this sce­
nario, tem peratures rise slowly, ice melts and sea levels go 
up, flooding coastal regions and creating millions of refu ­
gees.
This is not doomsday pessimism. Computerized global- 
climate models all predict a warming unprecedented in re-
cent history. A consensus of scientists at the 1990 Second 
World Climate Conference in Geneva agreed.
Some signs of global warming are already detectable. 
The six hottest years on record have occurred during the 
last decade. Alpine glaciers have lost some 30 per cent of 
their bulk since the m id-19th century. Mountains every­
w here are degraded, and more than half the Alpine forests 
are suffering from pollution and dryness.
Decline of the mountains means fewer resources for 
modulating the force of global warming. For instance, 
m ountain snow reflects heat back to space, but with less 
snow, the earth  will simply absorb the heat. Alpine forests 
absorb carbon dioxide, the greenhouse gas responsible for 
trapping heat in the atm osphere in the first place. Atmos­
pheric C 0 2 is likely to double in the next century - even if 
emissions are cut 20 per cent, as recommended by the na­
tions of Europe.
Global warm ing will have a dram atic impact on the 
Alps. A rise of one degree centigrade would disrupt the flow 
of irrigating w aters from the Rhine, Rhone, Po and Danube. 
Dried conditions will produce a negative effect on w inter 
tourism  and agriculture, as well as the habitats of m any 
rare species of flora and fauna. The instability of w arm er 
w eather will increase the frequency of storms, landslides and 
avalanches. If global tem peratures rise by five degrees cen­
tigrade, as some scientific experts predict, Alpine perm afrost 
may melt, possibly releasing huge amounts of greenhouse 
gas, m ethane, and accelerating global warming.
These terrible consequences are of great concern not 
only to scientists but to all the people as well. A new set of 
governm ent and industry rules m ust be worked out to re­
duce global warm ing worldwide. Among the suggestions 
there are strict and immediate controls on emissions, re ­
search into mass renewable sources of energy, land conser­
vation, reforestation and the restructuring of industry and 
agriculture according to critical environmental needs.
In the end, education and understanding are necessary. 
W ithout a change in behaviour of all people at all levels of 
industry, governm ent and society, the warnings of G reen­
peace about the ecological holocaust m ight become fact.
POST-READING
1. Find English equivalents o f the following Russian word  
combinations:
изменение структуры промышленности и сельского 
хозяйства в соответствии с жизненно важными экологи­
ческими потребностями; пессимизм, связанный с ожида­
нием конца света; экологическая катастрофа может стать 
реальностью; небывалое в современной истории потепле­
ние; уменьшение возможностей изменить степень потеп­
ления климата на Земле.
2. Match the term s with their definitions:
flora, biosphere, flood, arid, fauna, ecological problem.
1. the part of the earth  and atm osphere inhabited by 
living organisms;
2. the animal population of a defined region or at a 
certain epoch;
3. describes a region which is dry because of insuffi­
cient rainfall to support vegetation;
4. the plant population of an area, a country, a speci­
fied environment, or of a period;
5. coming of a great quantity  of w ater in a place that 
is usually dry;
6. the problem of the interrelation of society and na­
ture.
3. Compare in pairs the lists o f negative consequences o f
global warming for the A lps region you have m ade  
while reading the text.
4. Scan through the tex t and say in what connection the
following figures are mentioned:
1990; 30 per cent; mid-19th century; 20 per cent.
5. Discuss in teams o f four what measures should be taken
to p reven t the ecological holocaust in the Alps.
6. Write a sum m ary o f the article according to the schem e
Situation - Problem  - Solution.
Skim  through the passage in 5 m inutes and say  what 
sane (разумный) environmentalism is.
Words to help you:
restriction ограничение; 
to advance выдвигать; 
luxury [ '1 л к /(ѳ )п ]  роскошь; 
chain цепь;
dead ly  смертельный, смертоносный; 
plain равнина;
survival of rare species выживание редких видов; 
to sacrifice жертвовать, приносить жертвы; 
universal public support всеобщая поддержка
общественности; 
urgent жизненно важный, насущный.
TEXT 
SAVING NATURE, BUT ONLY FOR MAN
Environmentalism, or environmental sensitivity - love 
for M other Earth... How are we to choose among the doz­
ens of conflicting proposals, restrictions, projects, regula­
tions and laws advanced in the name of environment? 
Clearly, not everything is worth doing. How to choose?
Fighting ecological change that directly threatens the 
health and safety of. people is an environm ental necessity. 
Everything else is luxury.
For example, preserving the atm osphere - stopping 
ozone depletion and the greenhouse effect - is an environ­
m ental necessity. Ozone depletion not only causes skin can­
cer and eye cataracts, it also destroys plankton, the begin­
ning of the food chain atop which we hum ans sit.
The consequences of the greenhouse effect are deadly: 
melting ice caps, flooded coastlines, disrupted climate, dried 
plains and, at last, em pty breadbaskets.
Ozone depletion and the greenhouse effect are hum an 
disasters. They happen to occur in the environment. But 
they are urgent because they directly th reaten  man.
I like animals but it's not necessary to sentimentalize 
them, to sacrifice in the name of animals. And if the choice 
is between the welfare of people and the survival of some 
rare species, I choose man over any animal or bird every 
time.
A sane environmentalism that should win universal 
public support, declares that nature is here to serve man. 
N ature m ust be preserved by man, but on the grounds of 
self-preservation.
POST-READING
1. Do you agree with the author's opinion? Give your
reasons.
2. Match the term s with their definitions:
environment, global, community, resources, ecology, 
survive
1. world-wide; 2. continue to live or exist; 3. every­
thing, including living things, that surround a person, ani­
mal, or plant; 4. the people living in one place, district or 
country; 5. branch of biology that deals with the habits of 
living things, especially their relation to their environ­
ment; 6. supply of goods and raw  m aterials which a per­
son, country, etc has or can use.
PRE-READING
Below  is one more tex t about the greenhouse effect. 
While reading carefully the article, discuss in pairs facts 
and figures presented  below. Give argum ents to prove your  
point o f view.
TEXT 
THE GREATEST THREAT IN THE WORLD
The greenhouse effect may soon become the greatest 
problem in the world. It is as much a problem of agricul­
ture as industry, as m uch a problem of ice caps as jungles.-
• The Earth has been getting hotter because we are 
producing too many “greenhouse gases”. These gases hold 
the heat. Trees and-plants help to take gases such as carbon 
dioxide from the atm osphere, but we have now destroyed 
too many trees. There a ren 't enough trees and plants to do 
this job. We make carbon dioxide when we burn wood or 
drive cars.
• Tem peratures are expected to increase by at least 
1.3° С by 2030, and 3° С by the year 2070.
• A 1° С change in tem perature is the same as moving 
south or north for between 100 km and 300 km, or moving 
uphill or downhill 150 m.
• Because the Earth is hotter, the ice is melting. Because 
the ice has been melting, the level of the sea is rising slowly.
• A giant iceberg, the size of Hong Kong, is slowly 
melting. It is the world's largest iceberg. It broke away from 
Antarctica. It was 152 km long and 35 km wide. Now it is 10 
km shorter because it is melting.
• Sea levels could rise by lm  or more. For every me­
tre that sea levels rise, about 100 m to 300 m of coastline 
are at risk from coastal erosion.
• In 1988 2000 people died in floods in Bangladesh. 
Flood w ater covered 80% of the country.
• In the past th irty  years people have been destroying 
the forests of Pakistan.
• In January  1990, gales (=strong winds) and rain 
killed 48 people in Britain, 19 in Holland, 10 in Belgium, 8 
in France, 7 in Germ any and 4 in Denmark.
• In February  1990 gales killed 46 more people in 
Europe and 2000 people in Britain lost their homes in 
floods.
• In 1972 Finland and Russia had the hottest heat­
wave for over 100 years.
• In 1976 Europe had its worst drought for 1000 years.
• In 1989 Britain had the longest and hottest sum m er 
since people started to keep information about the weather.
POST-READING
1. Translate the following word-groups:
adverse
dangerous
ecological
various
uncontrolled
harm ful
possible
global
th reat of
consequences
ozone depletion 
global warm ing 
extinction 
flooding
greenhouse effect 
destroying forests 
coastal erosion 
drought
2. W hat facts surprised you m ost and why?
PRE-READING
Discuss in teams o f four some predictions presented  
in the text. Agree or disagree with them. Each m em ber o f 
the team presents one prediction and expresses h is /h er  
point o f view.
TEXT 
SOME PREDICTIONS FOR THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY
• The E arth  will be three or four degrees w arm er and 
there will be severe droughts in Austria, Germ any and 
Switzerland. Because of this, the crops will fail.
• Because of the rise in sea level there will be few 
sandy beaches.
• Malaria will become a major disease in Europe be­
cause of the hot climate.
• Siberia will become warm  and fertile.
POST-READING
1. M ake yo u r own forecasts. Prove them  with well- 
founded arguments.
2. Below  are some newspaper headlines. In teams o f three  
exchange a fe w  words about possible contents o f each o f 
them:
a) “The Biosphere: To Be or Not To Be?”
b) “Progress and Ecology”.
c) “Cooperation of Science and N ature”.
d) “N ature Does Not Depend on National Frontiers”.
e) “ G uard Against Global W arming!”
U N I T  6
PRE-READING
1. Look up in the 
vocabulary o f term s how  
to pronounce correctly 
nam es o f some chemicals:
chlorine, inorganic fertilizer, chlorofluorocarbons, nitrite, 
m ethyl chloroform, nitrate, m ethane, nitrous oxide, 
carbon dioxide, monoxide.
2. Prepare reports based on the data presented in the text, 
chart and table on the greenhouse gases.
TEXT 
THE GREENHOUSE GASES
The main natural greenhouse gases are carbon dioxide, 
methane, nitrous oxide and w ater vapour. All of these exist 
naturally in small quantities in the atmosphere. W ithout 
them  the world will be 30 degrees colder. Hum an life 
would never have begun. W ithout w ater vapour there
would be no rain, and without carbon dioxide there
would be no green plants and so no oxygen.
In 1800 there were 280 parts per million of carbon 
dioxide in the atmosphere. Now there are 350 ppm, and 
this is expected to rise to 560 ppm by 2030. Carbon dioxide 
is the cause of 56 per cent of the greenhouse effect; CFCs 
(which also damage the ozone layer) - 23 per cent; m ethane
14 per cent and nitrous oxides 7 per cent.
The following table shows how  some o f the green ­
house gases are produced.
СОг - carbon dioxide
♦ Burning forests.
♦ Burning fossil fuels (eg coal, oil).
♦ Cement production (crushing limestone).
CFCs - chlor of luorocarbons
♦ A type of gas used in refrigerators and air- ,, 
conditioning systems. Used less and less in aerosols and 
packaging.
Methane
♦ Given off from any vegetation ratting (гниющий) 
under water (such as rice fields).
♦ Given off when animals such as cows, sheep and 
termites produce waste gases.
N2O - nitrous oxides
♦ Released during the breakdown of fertilizers, 
both organic and inorganic:
The Carbon Cycle
All life on planet Earth contains carbon. A human 
being, for example, “borrows” its carbon from the planet 
when it,is born. It constantly exchanges carbon ( and 
many other chemicals) with its environment while alive. 
And it gives back its carbon to the planet at death.
POST-READING
In small teams suggest measures that must be taken 
in order to prevent the “runaway greenhouse effect".
SECTION III
HUMAN AND NATURAL 
WORLD
Exchange in class your points 
of view  on nature:
How do you trea t nature and 
wildlife?
Do you think that Man is M aster of Nature?
U N I T  1
PRE-READING
1. Look up the meanings and pronounciation o f the follow­
ing words in the vocabulary o f terms:
shore, summit, beast, incompatible, mammal, species, 
extinction, rare.
2. How can you explain the title o f the text?
3. Skim  through the text in 5 m inutes and try  to under­
stand the difference in three approaches to nature.
TEXT 
NATURE S PASS FOR THE FUTURE
From the round windows of an aeroplane our planet 
looks huge and of ever-lasting beauty. The outlines of far- 
off sea shores, nearby summits of age-old mountains, the 
distinct configurations of fields, roads, cities, and rivers - all 
this slowly revolves down there moving slowly towards the 
seemingly motionless machine, looking so solid and stable.
But how much more beautiful the Earth looks from a 
spaceship! From  there it doesn't appear so big. No, it's not 
at all big, this blue E arth  that has given us shelter and 
w arm th in this hollow and cold Universe.
But this common home of ours is becoming ever 
more crowded every year.
Experts in various fields from different countries are 
trying to estim ate how long the world will have enough 
fuel, tim ber, ores and other minerals, water, and so on, 
for its needs. W hat is the population of birds, beasts, and 
fishes today? How m any of them  have disappeared from 
the face of our planet and for how m any of them  is this 
to be the tragic fate?
But statistics can be pessimistic, indifferent or ac­
tive. Some experts claim that it is a hopeless and uneco­
nomic task to try  and protect the environment. Their 
views boil down to the following: the sweeping growth of 
industry, the rapid development of cities, the use of agri­
cultural chemicals are incompatible with environmental 
protection, and thus the choice is between slowing down 
progress, which is impossible, or giving up ( отказ от, 
признание безнадежным) the plant and animal kingdoms.
Indifferent statisticians state that in the past 300 
years over 40 mammal and about 100 bird species have 
become extinct. Today about 600 more bird and animal 
species are facing the same fate.
The active statisticians quote the sad facts and fig­
ures, too, but they demand action, suggest concrete 
measures, and make appeals for reason and hum anism  to 
prevail.
In response to these appeals, the most tragic of all 
books ever published - the Red Data Book of rare animals 
and plants, and of those species threatened with extinc­
tion - was published in m any countries.
POST-READING
Whose position do you agree with ? Criticize your op­
ponen ts ' viewpoints. Give your reasons.
Have you ever thought o f the problem s presented  in 
the article?
For lovers of poetry we offer some verses to enjoy. 
PRE-READING
Here are some word-combinations and groups o f  
synonym s that will help you understand every  detail o f the  
poem. Try to realize the difference in the shades (оттенки) 
o f meanings o f these synonyms: ,
bright = full of light яркий, блестящий, светлый; 
gl earn у светящийся, мерцающий; 
glittering сверкающий, блестящий; 
lambent светящийся, сияющий, сверкающий; 
lustrous блестящий, светящийся;
radiant сияющий, сверкающий, блестящий, лучистый; 
sparkling искрящийся, искристый, сверкающий, 
блестящий; 
pearly ['рэ:1і] жемчужный, блестящий.
to beam испускать лучи, светить, сиять; 
to gleam светиться, мерцать, отражать свет; 
to glisten = to glitter блестеть, сверкать, 
искриться;
to shine светить(ся), сиять, озарять, блестеть, 
сверкать ;
to sparkle искриться, сверкать, блестеть.
the dew is risen садится роса; 
mud грязь, тина, ил; 
hill-top вершина холма или горы; 
holly-hedge живая изгородь из шток-розы; 
sedge осока.
THE EARTH
Did you know, did you know 
T hat the Earth is a star?
Somebody far, far away 
At the end of the day 
Looks out on the sky 
W ith the stars swimming by 
And cries:"Oh, how bright 
The Earth is tonight!
How wonderful it must be, how rare,
To be born on the bright, bright E arth  up there!
How the stream s m ust shine!
How the grass m ust glisten 
W hen the dew is risen!
How clear and fine the rays m ust fall 
On the radiant seas 
And the fountains tall 
Of the lustrous trees!
On the glittering wall of the holly-hedge 
And the sparkling sedge 
By the pearly pool!
How the mud m ust gleam,
And the hill-tops beam!
How full, how full of light it m ust be 
To live on the bright, bright Earth I see!
Turning up there, burning up there,
Swimming away on the lam bent air!M
Didn’t you know you are born on a star?
Well, you are.
Eleanor Farjeon
POST-READING
1. Listen to the recording o f the poem  b y  Eleanor Farjeon.
2. Read the  verses aloud. While reading try  to express all
your love for our planet.
3. Arrange a competition for the best reciting o f the poem.
1. Discuss in class the following issues:
Are there many wild areas preserved on our planet?
Is it necessary to save these areas?
2. Here are some words to help you understand H enry
Thoreaus views on these issues:
wildness, wilderness дикая местность; девственная 
природа;
responsibility ответственность;
to preserve = to save сохранять, беречь;
to take on (a new meaning) приобретать (новое значение);
survival [S0'v a iv (8 )l] выживание;
watershed бассейн (реки);
pollutant загрязняющее вещество;
habitat зона обитания.
3. Look a t the title. How do you explain it?
4. While reading the article try  to realize the importance o f 
wilderness areas for our survival.
TEXT 
IN WILDNESS IS THE PRESERVATION OF THE WORLD
W hen naturalist and author Henry David Thoreau 
wrote the words quoted above, more than  a century  ago, 
he was describing the moral responsibility we all share to 
preserve and protect the natural world. For Thoreau, to 
save the wilderness - was to save one’s soul.
But today, Thoreau’s words have taken on another 
meaning - nature and its wilderness have become essential 
to our very survival. W ilderness areas help clean our 
w ater by protecting watersheds; they filter pollutants from 
our air. They are also "living laboratories" for medical and
scientific research. And, of course, wilderness areas provide 
critical habitat for threatened species and offer hum ans 
areas of recreation and beauty.
W ilderness areas are facing the problem of environ­
mental pressures of development, pollution and even "love” 
of too m any hikers, campers and visitors. Preserving these 
areas is an essential goal facing governm ents and private 
citizens.
POST-READING
1. Decide in sm all groups what steps should be taken 
to preserve wilderness areas. M ake a list o f these measures.
2. In  team s o f four or five  prepare short reports on 
the subject: “Be Nice to M other N a ture".
3. Arrange a competition for the best report.
U N I T  4
PRE-READING
1. Tell what you know  about Antarctica (area, population,
animals, environmental problems).
2. Here are some word-combinations to help you  under­
stand every  detail in the article:
to establish measures for - определить меры
(мероприятия) по; 
waste disposal - удаление отходов; 
marine pollution - загрязнение моря; 
the w orld ’s largest coherent ecosystem - 
крупнейшая в мире связанная экологическая система; 
environmental impact assessment procedures  
- методика оценки воздействия на окружающую 
среду.
3. Scan through the article to look for the sentences that
answer this question:
W hat kind of m easures do the international docu­
m ents on Antarctica provide for?
TEXT
ANTARCTICA: THE WORLD PARK?
Antarctica has long attracted  scientists as an "early w arn­
ing system" for global tem perature and atmospheric anomalies. 
W ith the surrounding ocean, it represents the world's largest 
coherent ecosystem, and gives a wonderful look into our 
biological and geological past. In 1959 the Antarctic T reaty was 
signed by a num ber of countries which had claims on bits of 
territory  there, on research bases. Since then there has been an 
extraordinary accord that Antarctica should be kept as a 
natural laboratory. The Protocol on Environmental Protection to 
the Antarctic T reaty signed in October, 1991 establishes meas­
ures for conserving fauna and flora, waste disposal, marine 
pollution and environm ental impact assessment procedures.
In the summer, the hum an population of Antarctica goes 
up to 2500. In the winter, there are only 700 hum an beings on 
the whole continent. It is the last great “em pty” place on earth, 
and people in m any countries are beginning to think that it 
m ust stay that way. They w ant Antarctica to be a world park: 
a place where nature will stay free of pollution by the changes 
that hum an beings bring.
Do you agree with this? Can you prove your point of view by any 
arguments? Look at some amazing Antarctica facts before you make 
your mind up. While reading write down the facts that impressed you 
most
• The total area of Antarctica is 13600000 square kilometers. 
This is biggger than  the United States and Mexico together, 
and nearly twice the size of Australia.
• It contains the coldest place on Earth: the tem perature at 
the Russian Vostok station can go down to -88° centigrade.
• Ninety-eight per cent of the mainland of Antarctica is 
under ice over one kilometre thick.. Icebergs - very big floating 
blocks of ice - regularly break off, some as big as the country 
of Luxembourg.
• The Weddell Sea, off Antarctica, contains the world's 
clearest sea water. It is possible to see to a depth of eighty 
metres. This is almost as clear as the cleanest w ater possible.
• Two-thirds of the world's seals live in Antarctica. There 
are six different kinds of seals, but more Crabeater Seals than 
any others: there are over tw enty-five million of them.
• Antarctica has 188 million birds. Ninety per cent of these 
are penguins.
• Antarctica was the place w here the ozone hole was found. 
This discovery became possible thanks to the purity  of the air.
• People did not know about the continent of Antarctica 
until 1840. No hum an walked on the mainland until 1895.
• There is oil under Antarctic w aters and coal under the 
mountains. There are also m any kinds of metals. But now 
there is an agreem ent between the world’s most powerful 
industrial countries that they will not take A ntarctica’s oil and 
m inerals for at least fifty-five years. The agreem ent was signed 
in Madrid.
• Scientists say that if there is mining and drilling for oil in 
Antarctica it will have very bad effects on the world's weather.
• Antarctica is the only continent on Earth  where countries 
cannot take nuclear weapons.
POST-READING
1. M atch the following term s with their definitions:
habitat, plankton, population, predator, wipe  
out, ecosystem, vegetation
1. the plant life in a given area; 2. the num ber of plants 
or animals living in a given area; З.уап ecological system 
formed by the interaction of the organisms of a community 
among themselves and the environm ent in which they live;
4. very  small plants and animals living in water, either in 
lakes or in the sea; 5. a locality with a particular kind of 
environm ent w here an organism lives; 6. an animal that kills 
its victim and feeds on it; 7. to destroy completely.
2. Problem situations to be discussed in sm all groups o f students:
1. Visitors to Antarctica say it is extrem ely beautiful. One 
day you may visit the icy continent as a tourist. Some ordinary 
people already go there in ships. Would you like it to be still in 
its natural state?
2. Would you mind oil rigs (буровая вышка), coal mines, 
factories and towns on the icy continent?
3. One day Antarctica may become a park  for the whole 
world, or just another place where lots of people live and work.
PRE-READING
You are sure to believe that sharks are sea m onsters to 
be afraid of. While reading the article try  to find  the argu­
m ents that oppose this opinion.
TEXT 
MONSTERS OF THE SEA?
People have always been afraid of sharks. Films like 
“Jaw s” (“Челюсти”) have shown them  as monsters. But now 
these animals are in danger, like many others.
In recent years, shark meat has become a popular food 
in America. Too much fishing has begun to reduce the num ­
bers of some kinds of shark. Some people say this is a good 
thing. Sharks kill about tw enty-five people a year near the 
world's beaches. Are we going to help sharks, or are they 
going to become extinct?
It's hard to solve the sharks' image problem and change 
people's minds about them. Sharks are hunters and so they 
naturally kill. But actually elephants kill more people than 
sharks every year - and everyone likes elephants!
Sharks are very im portant for the world's oceans. They 
eat unhealthy fish and keep the num bers of different kinds of 
sea animals in balance. Now scientists are trying to find ways 
to protect these animals. They have been in the oceans for 
350 million years. Perhaps they can survive a little longer.
POST-READING
SHARK QUIZ
Discuss in pairs what you know  concerning these sta te­
ments. Look for some additional information on page 37.
1. Sharks can hear someone/something 3000 m etres away.
2. There are 300 different kinds of shark.
3. Sharks can see in bright light.
4. Sharks eat anything.
1. Before you read one o f the following four texts, 
talk with your m ates about your attitude to animals, 
w hether all o f them  should be saved or some o f them  
placed into zoos and k ep t there, etc.
2. Divide into small teams. Each one m ust read its text 
- a), b), c) or d). While silent reading m ake up your m ind  
on the problem  stated. Then exchange your opinions with 
your team partners. Finally inform  the class on the m am  
idea o f your article.
TEXTS
a) SHARKS SAVED ?
People have discovered that sharks are good to eat. 
And th a t’s been major bad news for sharks. So many are 
being eaten that some kinds have become rare. Some are 
even in danger of becoming extinct (=dying out).
Now the United States has made a rule that says: 
people who fish for sharks can catch only a certain num ­
ber. This rule will help protect sharks that live off North 
American coasts in the Atlantic Ocean, the Gulf of Mexico, 
and the Caribbean Sea.
And scientists are hoping that someday soon sharks 
everyw here will be protected.
b) NUMBER OF WHALES GROWS
Hurrah! The grey whale is making a comeback along 
the west coast of North America! About 100 years ago, lots 
of people used to kill grey whales for their meat. By the 
time your parents were born, only about 2000 were left.
So, in 1970, the United States put the grey whale on 
its list of endangered animals. Animals that are on the list 
are supposed to get extra-special protection.
Now, there are more than 20000 grey whales. They are 
doing so well that the animal has been taken off the en­
dangered list! This is the first marine mammal ever to be 
removed from it.
Another rule still protects grey whales from being 
killed. So for the next five years, a group of scientists 
will keep a close eye on the whales. If the num ber of grey 
whales starts going down again, they will be put back on 
the endangered list immediately.
c) ANIMALS ON THE BRINK OF EXTINCTION
Most extinct species of animals died out because the 
place they lived in was destroyed. To preserve such species, 
the answer is to protect their habitat. Besides, big animals 
are killed off, hunted for food or sport or because they com­
pete with livestock. For them, breeding in zoos may be their 
last chance to survive.
Modern ecological theory is that, to survive in the wild, 
a species cannot drop below 2000 or 3000 individuals; oth­
erwise inbreeding, disease or bad w eather can easily wipe it 
out. But in zoos, rare species can be taken care of and su r­
vive in crises in much smaller numbers. People can come 
and see animals’ life going on and learn more about it.
Notes:
livestock домашний скот;
in b reed in g  родственное спаривание, узкородствен­
ное разведение;
to w ipe out уничтожить, стереть с лица земли.
d) SAVE THE ZOO
In days gone by, the citizens of Europe and North 
America could taste the far-off tropics by going to the zoo. 
Professional zoologists liked them  too. Now people have the 
money for exotic holidays, or at least television sets. Zool­
ogy concentrates on the ways that animals manage their 
lives in the wild. Some zoos are paid less attention to. But 
to save near-extinct species such situation m ust be 
changed.
There are not so m any zoos. People still like them, 
though not as m uch as they used to. A good city zoo can 
a ttrac t as m any visitors each year as there are people in the 
city. Anim al-rights campaigners argue that zoos are im­
moral, that it is wrong to cage creatures that should be free. 
It is not clear that the animals would always agree: lots of 
food, no predators, and vets on call make up quite a lot. 
Unfortunately, some zoos do not provide animals with quite 
satisfactory conditions. So such unpopular zoos will die.
Notes:
to cage помещать в клетку;
predator хищник;
vet on call ветеринар, готовый оказать срочную
помощь.
POST-READING
1. Brainstorm together generating as m any  ideas as 
possible to create a solution how  to arrange the following 
events:
a} International campaigns 'Protect Wildlife!"
b) Local nature reserves.
c) Friends o f the Earth college membership.
2. Comment on the following slogans o f animal-rights 
campaigners who are against killing animals for skins 
and furs:
[ No Killing !
Read one by  one some facts about zoos and i f  neces­
sary do some translation:
GOOD THINGS ABOUT ZOOS...
• Conservation: Many animals live longer in captivity 
(неволя).
• Education: People see inaccessible (недоступный) 
wildlife and learn respect for nature.
• Propagation (размножение, воспроизводство): Endan­
gered species are saved and reintroduced to natural 
habitats.
... AND FACTS AGAINST THEM
• Superiority of people over animals: Zoos cage ani­
mals for the delight of people.
• Sadism: Animals suffer from stress and boredom and 
die prem aturely (=too young).
• Malthusianism: Surplus offspring (избыточное,
излишнее потомство) are sometimes killed and fed to 
other animals.
POST-READING
Exchange your well-grounded points o f view  on the  
dilemma:
Should Zoos go on functioning or be shu t down alto­
gether?
Answers to "SHARK QUIZ” (from page 33)
1. They can also smell something 400 m etres away.
2. It is true.
3. Sharks can see when the w ater is very dark and 
their eyes change (like special sunglasses) when it is 
brighter.
4. People have found pieces of boats, bits of brick 
and rope inside some sharks.
1. Match the following English word-groups with their 
Russian equivalents:
to estimate
delicate balance of nature
hum an diseases
captivity
the main danger
for the people to survive
threatened species
the same attitude
для того, чтобы люди 
смогли выжить 
с о д е р ж а н и е  в неволе 
гл а в н а я  оп асн ость  
п р о и зв о д и т ь  о ц ен ку  
так о е  ж е отнош ение 
виды , п о д в е р га ю щ и е с я  
оп асн ости  
н еу сто й ч и во е  
р а в н о в ес и е  в п р и р о д е  
ч ел о в еч е ск и е  б ол езн и
2. Read the passage quickly and sum  up the reasons for  
conservation o f endangered species that Mr. John 
Knowles gives.
TEXT 
MARWELL ZOOLOGICAL PARK
Friends o f the Earth is an action group concerned with 
the environment. They estim ate that, within tw enty years, 
tw enty-five per cent of all forms of wildlife may be extinct. 
In that time, millions of years of evolution could be de­
stroyed. It is therefore very im portant that zoos and wildlife 
parks play their part in the conservation of endangered spe­
cies.
We talk to Mr John Knowles of Marwell Zoological 
Park. He gives two im portant reasons for conservation: 
“Sometimes we find that there is somethinng useful to man 
in species of animals, for instance, something useful in 
treating hum an diseases. But conservation is really an emo­
tional concern. I think I would hate to live in a world popu-
oo
lated only by hum ans.” Ecologists also believe that the de­
struction of species upsets the delicate balance of nature.
Man is the main danger to most threatened species: 
he destroys animals’ and birds' habitats hunting for food or 
sport. The only hope for m any endangered species is captiv­
ity in zoos, like Marwell Zoo. But such preservation is the 
responsibility of more developed societies. The Third World 
cannot afford to have the same attitude to conservation. The 
fact is that their life depends very often on animals that 
must be killed for the people to survive.
POST-READING
1. N ow  read the passage carefully once more and try  to
grasp the details.
2. Are these statem ents true or false?
a) In 20 years' time, all forms of wildlife will be extinct.
b) Zoos have an im portant role in conservation.
c) Men destroy species' homes.
d) The Third World countries must take the responsibility 
of preservation rare species.
2. Role p lay
Imagine that you live in a small town. The governm ent 
wants to build an airport on the outskirts. To do this, a large 
forest will have to be completely cut down and a lake filled in 
(засыпать), destroying the habitat of thousands of small ani­
mals and fish. Divide into four groups. Each group takes one 
of the roles indicated below. It should discuss their attitude to 
the problem. Then have a class debate “To build or not to 
build?”
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES
UNEMPLOYED RESIDENTS
___________________________ J
TOWN COUNCIL
 _
ENVIRONMENTALISTS
Skim  through the article and say  to what genre it 
belongs.
A GREEN EARTH OR A DRY DESERT ?
There may still be time to choose
For millions of years, the 
tropical rain forests of South East 
Asia, South America, and Africa 
have been the earth's natural 
chemical laboratories, botanic gar­
dens and zoos.
Today we are destroying 
them at such a rate that within 25 
years only fragments will remain of 
the vast forests of Malaysia and In­
donesia.
Because they grow mostly in 
poor tropical soil, depending upon a 
natural cycle between trees and 
animals for food and replenishment 
( пополнение), the forests cannot 
be replaced.
When the trees are felled, soil 
erosion begins and in a few  years, 
the whole area becomes wasteland.
Wo shall have lost for ever 
the earth’s greatest treasure- 
house (сокровищница) of plants 
and animals, perhaps our most 
valuable resource for the fu­
ture. And it is happening in 
very poor areas where people 
often starve (голодать). It is 
perhaps the world’s most ur­
gent conservation problem. The 
destruction is happening 
through ignorance
(невежество) and ever increas­
ing consumer demand
(потребитель-ский спрос). But it
can be stopped if enough of us 
show enough concern.
How you can help
In 1980 WWF and other interna­
tional conservation organizations 
published the World Conservation 
Strategy. It is a programme for devel­
oping the world’s natural resources 
without destroying them.
You can become part of a world 
m ovement which will see this plan 
become reality.
Join the World Wildlife Fund now! 
We need your voice and your financial 
support. Get in touch with your local 
WWF office for membership details or 
send your contribution direct to World 
Wildlife Fund at the address below. It 
may be the most important letter 
you’ll ever write.
WORLD WILDLIFE FUND -UK, 
PANDA HOUSE,
t
 11-13 OXFORD ROAD, 
GODALMCNG,
SURREY GU1QU
FOR WORLD CONSERVATION
WWF
POST-READING
1. The tex t above has a Situation-Problem-Solution  
structure. Can you iden tify  the parts  o f its structure?  
Divide the passage into three parts and entitle each o f 
them. Compare your plans in team s o f four and  choose 
the best one.
2. There exists a book called “Dear W orld”. I t  was p u b ­
lished in the USA. A m ong others there is a le tter  
from  a Russian girl. Read the letter and th ink  over it.
My Dear World!
I. w ant to tell yon about nature  m m y country* I 
wouldn’t be able to live without this lovely nature. Most 
of all I love my dear Irtysh  River and the  lovely Russian 
birch trees (береза).
W hen I walk in the forest, I adm ire the beauty of 
Russian nature. Oh, my curly (кудрявый) green birches 
- I adm ire your w hite trunks (ствол). You are so close to 
m y heart! I enjoy looking a t nature, m y heart is light, 
and I feel happy
I love to listen to the birds sing. Their sweet singing 
makes my soul want to break free and fly far, far away, 
ITd fly to those birds and sing with them  just as freely
Lena Babkova, 11, Russia,
3. You are sure to have had similar dreams in your child­
hood. Don't you realize that people can be happy  only  
in harm ony with nature? Exchange your views with 
your m ates in groups o f three.
4. Arrange a class discussion “Ecology and y o u “.
How do you feel when you read that a quarter of all 
plant and animal species may disappear by the end of the 
century? Are you worried about it? If you are, is there 
anything that individuals or small groups can do?
SECTION IY
AIR POLLUTION
U N I T  1
PRE-READING
1 What are the m ost polluted cities in the world? What 
m akes you th ink  so?
2. Translate the following word-groups consulting vocabu­
lary o f term s i f  needed:
to meet WHO health requirements; to affect people’s 
health; sulphur dioxide; m easurem ents of smoke; suspended 
particles; precious resource; fossil fuel; acid rain; w ater 
supplies; to damage crops; exhaust gases; strong pollutant.
2. Read the article and see w hether your ideas o f the m ost 
polluted cities coincide with the WHO report.
Clean air is a precious resource. A study by the World 
Health Organization names dozens of cities that do not meet 
WHO health requirements.
The World Health Organization monitored air pollution 
round the world over ten years. They measured two things: 
the amount of sulphur dioxide in the air and the amount of 
suspended particles, in other words, smoke. Sulphur dioxide 
is produced when fossil fuels, such as coal, oil and petrol, are 
burnt. Rain washes it out of the air but this creates “acid 
rain” which pollutes w ater supplies, damages crops, forests 
and buildings, and may also affect people's health.
The cities most affected by sulphur dioxide, according 
to the WHO report, are Milan, Teheran, Prague, Santiago and 
San Paulo. But some cities with a ’reputation for clean air get 
worse in winter. Helsinki, for example, becomes one of the 
cities with the most sulphur dioxide in the air - in winter. 
This m ust be because of the great increase in fossil fuel and
TEXT
SMOKY CITIES
wood burnt to heat buildings. Glasgow and W arsaw suffer in 
the same way.
In some hot countries the m easurem ents of smoke may 
be complicated by desert dust in the air. Lahore, Teheran, 
Baghdad, Delhi, Calcutta, Athens and M adrid are among the 
smokiest cities. Strong sunlight can also change the exhaust 
gases from cars and lorries into stronger pollutants.
As the WHO report shows, the type and effects of air 
pollution depend to a certain extent on climate.
POST-READING
1. Discuss in pairs whether these sta tem ents are true or false:
a) All cities of the world meet WHO health requirem ents
b) Acid rain produces a lot of negative effects.
c) N orthern cities suffer from air pollution mostly in summer.
d) Strong sunlight reduces air pollution.
2. Consider in small groups the issue o f air pollution in your  
area. W hat are the strongest air pollutants in your city?
U N I T  2
PRE-READING
Below are two texts on pollution. Divide into two groups. 
Each reads its own text. While reading write out the  
main sources o f pollution m entioned in your article.
TEXT A 
THE ATTACK ON ITALY’S ENVIRONMENT
For the West European public, the most alarming attack on 
the environm ent is probably urban air pollution. Dry, windless 
w eather this w inter drove carbon dioxide and sulphur dioxide 
levels to new highs across northern Italy, turning cities like 
Milan and Turin into “gas cham bers”. Last January  Milan and 
30 suburban communities (пригород) banned automobile traffic 
for nine hours, the longest the area has gone without cars 
since 1973 oil crisis. Three million residents were affected by 
the M ilan-area action. Turin followed the example a day later
when the city centre was closed for nine and a half hours. 
"This is only the beginning," commented T urin’s mayor.
The action stressed the fact that urban pollution is Italy's 
worst ecological problem. High traffic density (высокая 
интенсивность дорожного движения) and the by-products 
(отходы) of domestic heating are the official reasons, but the 
essence of the problem is general overcrowding 
(перенаселенность). Some 20 million Italians, out of a popula­
tion of 57 million, live in urban agglomerations.
TEXT В 
A UNIVERSE OF POLLUTION
From Vilnius to Vladivostok, across more than eight mil­
lion square miles, a conquered environment is a witness to a 
legacy of irresponsibility (свидетель наследия 
безответственности). After 70 years of development-at-all-costs, 
the great rivers of the form er U.S.S.R. are open sewers 
(канавы, канализационные стоки) of hum an and chemical 
waste. The Black and Caspian Seas are threatened with as­
phyxiation (отравление удушающими газами). Air in more 
than a hundred cities is at least five times more polluted than 
Soviet standards allowed, putting millions at risk for respiratory 
and other diseases. Tons of nuclear waste from icebreakers and 
subm arines lie under Arctic waters. The use of toxic chemicals 
as a means against inefficient farming practices has poisoned 
the soil.
The will to change emerged in 1986 with glasnost. That 
year a group of scientists led a campaign that blocked plans to 
tu rn  the northw ard flow of several major rivers south to the 
rice and cotton fields of Central Asia. Soviet environmentalists, 
or greens, in fact , were the first to make a tangible blow 
(нанести ощутимый удар) to the Soviet system itself.
POST-READING
1. Exchange the information with a partner from  the other group. 
Compare the lists o f pollutants m entioned in your articles.
2. S tu d y  the map o f polluted areas. Arrange a discussion in 
groups o f three. Speak out in turn about the environmental 
conditions in different regions o f the form er U.S.S.R.

U N I T  3
PRE-READING
M ost o f you are sure to be greatly  enthusiastic about 
cars. What is good about driving a car? Exchange your  
argum ents with partners in groups o f three or four
2. While reading the following article m ake a list o f disad­
vantages o f motor transport
Almost 400 million vehicles fill the world's roads. Over 30 
million new cars come from factories each year. For example, 
there are 20 million cars in Britain. During the last five years 
traffic on Britain's roads has increased by 27 per cent.
We all demand the r ig h t to m obility , but sa tis fy in g  th is  
dem and  frequently harm s nature and the environment. The 
need for new roads causes great environm enta l d ifficu lties. 
They often spoil the countryside and bring noise and air pol­
lution to thousands of homes and millions of people.
Cars create more pollution than anything else in the 
world. Carbon dioxide from cars is making a hole in the ozone 
layer which protects the earth. Carbon monoxide from cars 
causes headaches. Hydrocarbons from cars cause cancer. Ni­
trogen oxide from cars causes bronchitis and lung disease. It 
also causes acid rain which kills trees, rivers and lakes.
Pollution from cars kills up to 30000 people a year in the 
USA. Children in California, for example, have a 15 p e r  cent 
reduction in lu n g  capacity  for their whole lives.
Cars cause other problems too. Thousands of people die 
in car accidents: for example, 5000 people die every year on 
British roads and 300000 are injured. Road accidents are the  
m ain cause o f death  among children. Thus, in 1991 400 chil­
dren died and 50000 were injured due to road accidents.
Car parks use valuable space in towns and cities. Cars 
have claimed one th ird  o f all land  area in the  world's cities.
TEXT
CARS AND ROADS
However, two thirds of Los Angeles are motorways, roads and 
car parks. Because there are so many cars, they will only be 
able to travel at a maximum speed of 24 k m /h  by the year 
2000. Cars use a lot of our limited amount of oil.
The suburbs of our big cities, in particular, increasingly 
face problems caused by the  rising volum e o f tra ffic . In 
April 1988 there was a 200 km traffic jam  on the M4 motor­
way (the main road from London to Wales and the West of 
England) at the end of the Easter holidays. Solving these 
problems presents a challenge fo r researchers and  tech ­
nologists.
Ideas for systematically expanding existing transport sys­
tems, such as suburban and underground railways, and also 
innovations like the fu tu r is tic  m agnetic  ra ilw ay technology  
are expected to make increasing traffic flow environm entally 
safe.
Unfortunately, it’s difficult to do anything about all this be­
cause cars play an im portant part in the lives of m any fam i­
lies, and the car industry employs large num bers of people.
Friends of the Earth suggest that the bicycle is the best 
way to travel because it’s cheap, quiet and riding keeps you 
healthy. However, there are far fewer cyclists in Britain and 
Russia, for example, than in some other European countries, 
because roads aren’t built for cycling. It can be dangerous to 
cycle in large cities as most motorists don’t seem to notice 
cyclists. Some people think that only buses and bicycles should 
be allowed in our city centres.
POST-READING
1. Translate the underlined word - combinations.
2. Give some statistics from  the text on m otor transport
nowadays. A d d  some more figures i f  you can.
2. In pairs compare your lists o f disadvantages o f motor
transport.
4. In small groups arrange an exchange o f opinions on the
issues:
a) W hat can you say in favour of the bicycle as the 
main way to travel around a city?
b) Do you know in w hat countries cycling is popular?
c) W hat measures should be taken to introduce the bi­
cycle into our people’s lives?
AIR CARE
Worldwide, the problem of air pollution has grown. More 
and more factories, cars and trucks keep polluting the air.
But the battle against air pollution is also growing. Many 
cities still have dirty  air. So, m any countries are making laws 
against air pollution. And scientists keep looking for ways to 
make factories and cars run cleaner.
Discuss in groups what measures you would suggest 
to m ake factories and cars run cleaner.
PRE-READING
1. Predict the content o f the article on the basis o f its  title.
2. Look up in the vocabulary o f term s the following words:
noise, fum e, petrol, traffic, fuel, delivery, truck, to 
recharge, quantity, engine, to design, to replace, used.
3. Match each term combination in the le ft column with its
Russian equivalent from  the right column.
waste of energy 
electrically driven car 
combustion engine 
fuel resources 
battery-driven vehicle 
fork-lift truck 
prototype electrical taxi 
milk delivery vehicle 
top speed 
fully charged set 
pollution-free transport 
valuable commodity
максимальная скорость 
топливные ресурсы 
вилочный автопогрузчик 
прототип электротакси 
экологически чистый транспорт 
молоковоз 
потери энергии
автомобиль с электроприводом 
двигатель внутреннего сгорания 
дорогое удовольствие (товар) 
машина с приводом от батарей 
комплект заряженных батарей
While reading the article very  carefully fill in a two- 
column chart with the argum ents "for” and "against" 
electric cars.
TEXT
/ '  л
GO EUECTmC I
L  ^
All over the world people are moving from the country 
to live in or near towns and cities. Those of us who already 
live in cities, know how it feels to live surrounded by the 
noise and fumes of city traffic. I t ’s not pleasant. But more 
than that, the increasing amount of combustion engine traffic 
is costly in term s of hum an lives and fuel resources. In the 
area known as G reater London, over 70% of this traffic con­
sists of private cars. Many of these cars transport only one 
individual and most of the cars are in use. for only a few 
hours each day. The rest of the time, they simply occupy 
space - a very valuable commodity in the centre of the city.
One solution to this waste of energy m ight be a special 
form of transport for inner city use. Something which uses 
fuel economically, w ithout polluting the atm osphere and gets 
you around the city in reasonable comfort. Perhaps an elec­
trically driven car or taxi?
Several experimental types of electric car have been 
developed in the past th irty  years. In fact some are already in 
everyday use. Today electric vehicles are used by dairies 
(молочная ферма) for the delivery of milk to households 
throughout Britain - at about one-third of the cost of similar 
petrol driven vehicles. W here num erous heavy crates have to 
be moved, you are likely to find an electric fork lift truck in 
operation.
These two types of transport - the fork lift truck and 
the milk delivery vehicle, have something in common. They 
are both used for short range transport jobs w here speed isn’t 
essential. These two factors are the main disadvantages 
pointed out whenever the more general use of electric trans­
port is suggested.
I t’s true that the battery-driven vehicles developed so 
far need constant recharging and don’t produce the high 
speeds of engine-driven vehicles. But when driven inside the 
city, the normal vehicle's engine uses fuel uneconomically and 
produces quantities of dangerous fumes. So perhaps in the
non-too-distant fu tu re  local authorities will decree that only 
electrically driven vehicles m ay be used in big cities.
Already one British firm  has developed a prototype 
electric taxi with a 150-km range and a top speed of 90 km an 
hour. The taxi is designed so that after doing a hundred 
miles the batteries can be replaced by a fully charged set and 
the used batteries left at a base for recharging. But... before 
we throw  our hats into air at the joyful prospect of pollution- 
less cities ... there is a catch! The batteries are expensive and 
it's not known how long they will last.
Meanwhile a prototype electric bus has been produced 
in M anchester using the thyristor control and a taxi driver in 
Birm ingham  operates an electric taxi of his own design.
Progress obviously isn't as fast as we m ight wish, but 
perhaps the search for (поиски) economic, pollution-free 
transport has some parallels between the hare (заяц) and the 
tortoise (черепаха) - and we all know who won the race!
Maureen Stack
POST-READING
1. Working in pairs answer the following questions:
1. How does it feel to live in a city with heavy traffic?
2. W hat is the alternative to combustion engine vehicles?
3. W here are electric cars used today?
4. W hat do the fork lift truck and milk delivery vehicle 
have in common?
5. W hat makes local authorities think of the idea of 
transferring to electrically driven cars inside the city?
6. W hat are the characteristics of the British prototype 
electrical taxi and the bus described in the article?
2. We want to assist you in working out your opinion on
electric cars. Below  is an extract from  A.Hailey's novel
"Wheels”. I t  shows the attitude o f A dam  Trenton, an
executive o f the Detroit A u to  Plant, to electric cars.
Read and translate the extract.
"And if you're thinking about air pollution in connec­
tion with electric cars, there's one factor which a lot of people 
overlook (не придавать значения). W hatever kind of ba tte r­
ies you had, they would need recharging. So w ith hundreds of 
thousands cars, there 'd  be a requirem ent for m any more
power stations, each polluting the air to a great extent. Since 
electric power plants are usually built in the suburbs, w hat 
could happen is that you'd end up taking the smog from the 
cities and transferring it out there."
Don't you th ink that Adam  Trenton is a real environm en­
talist? Do you share his viewpoint?
3. There is one more disadvantage o f the electric car de­
scribed below.
The people at the French automotive company “Peugot” 
have been designing a new electric car which is much kinder 
to the environment. Electric cars are almost silent, but this is 
very dangerous because you can't hear them  when you cross 
the road.
Think and say what categories o f people m a y  dislike 
electric cars because o f this characteristic.
4. Discuss in groups o f four your forecasts concerning the  
fu tu re  o f the electrical car. Will it  be produced in the near 
fu tu re  on a large scale? Try to arrive a t a consensus. Be p re ­
pared  to present your main conclusions to the class.
U N I  Т у  5
PRE-READING
1. M ake your predictions about the content o f the passage
judg ing  from  its title.
2. Here are some automotive term s to assist you in better  
understanding the article "Cars head down a n ew  road":
tailpipe emissions выхлопы
electronic monitoring электронное управление
engine performance характеристики двигателя
tough control жесткий контроль
on-board diagnostic system встроенная система диагностики
gas - powered model автомобиль на газовом топливе
cleaner - burning gasoline “экологически чистый" бензин
oxygenated gasoline насыщенный кислородом бензин
diesel fuel дизельное топливо
catalytic converter каталитический преобразователь
3. Scan through the article in 10 m inutes and say  in what 
directions the Am erican autom otive industry  develops 
new  technologies.
TEXT 
CARS HEAD DOWN A NEW ROAD
U nder new guidelines, the vehicles of the fu ture  will 
burn  cleaner fuels more cleanly.
In 1970 Clean Air Act was adopted in the United States. 
It led to a great drop in tailpipe emissions from American 
motor vehicles and caused the widespread use of new tech­
nologies such as the catalytic converter and electronic monitor­
ing of engine performance.
But while cars grow cleaner, their num bers and use 
have increased enormously to a total of 2 million-million miles 
travelled in 1990. T h a t’s double the 1970 total. Motor vehicles 
now account for about half of all hydrocarbon and nitrogen- 
oxide pollutants sent into the air, 90 per cent of all carbon 
monoxide, and over half of toxic pollutants.
Emissions controls become even tougher under the new 
act, and have made the automotive industry begin develop­
ment of technologies - including more on-board diagnostic 
systems - that will meet them. The three major U.S. car­
m akers have also begun serious work towards the mass pro­
duction of commercially reasonable electric vehicles, with 
engine performance not worse than  gas-powered models.
The Clean Air Act also outlines new cleaner-burning 
gasoline formulas. The EPA has already issued guidelines for 
expanding the w inter sale of oxygenated gasoline, which re­
duces carbon monoxide, in polluted areas. There will also be 
reductions of benzene, a gasoline ingredient linked to in­
creased cancer risks, and sulphur used in diesel fuel.
POST-READING
1. Have your predictions about the content o f the tex t proved  
right?
2. In  groups o f three as fu tu re  engineers arrange a discussion 
and evaluate the n ew  technologies in the Am erican auto­
m otive industry  presented in the article.
Working in pairs read and exchange your opinions on 
some good new s about m otor transport.
TEXT
SOME GOOD NEWS FOR ENVIRONMENTALISTS
• The Netherlands will double the use of public transport by 
2010 and people will make journeys of up to 10 km on bicycles.
• In Japan cars can only drive into Tokyo if they have car parks 
to go to ( they mustn’t park in the streets).
• In Stockholm cars will soon need a special toll card (карточка 
об уплате налога) to enter the city centre.
• In Paris there will soon be 200000 fewer central parking spaces.
• In Los Angeles, employers get money from the city authorities 
if they organize small buses for their workers. There are special 
lanes on the highways for these buses.
• Cars are the world's biggest air polluters. But scientists are 
trying to invent cars that pollute less. They keep experimenting 
with cleaner fuels. Farmers in Illinois are trying a fuel in their 
tractors made from soy-beans. And a great number of minivans 
(минифургон) are running around in at least six U.S. cities.
POST-READING
1. Match the term s with their definitions:
smog, fuel,  by-product,  pollution, preserve, waste materials
1. unwanted materials left over from a manufacturing process;
2. substance obtained during the manufacture of some other sub­
stance; 3. fog with smoke, exhaust fumes from motor -vehicles, etc.;
4. keep safe from harm or danger; 5. the presence in soil, water or 
air of substances harmful to health of human beings and animals;
6. material for producing heat or energy, e.g. coal, oil.
2. Give your views on the issue:
Private cars are the main city air pollutants.
2. Discuss in groups o f four what measures on public and  
private transport m a y  be taken in your c ity  to m ake it more 
environmentally safe.
THE ENVIRONMENT BEGINS AT HOME
The Environm ental Protection Agency found out that 
air pollution inside our homes may exceed m any times the 
degree of the pollution outside. Doesn’t it surprise you? 
Now study the chart below and comment on it. .
What are sources o f air pollution in your apartm ents?  
Talk in pairs.
SECTION Y
WATER POLLUTION
Ö  U N I T  1
PRE-READING
1. Have a look at a glass of 
water. Say what you know about water: its physical and 
chemical properties, where we get it from, in what ways 
we use it, etc.
2. Look up the following terms in the vocabulary. Try to 
remember them:
to make up, to lubricate, liquid, cell , to cover, to 
remove, to melt down, joint, surface, to replenish, 
abundance, availability, sewage, public utilities, convenience, 
impurity, rock, clay, sand, gravel.
3. Translate the following word-groups into Russian:
available resources
drinking treatm ent
pure cycle
to preserve supply
geothermal preservation
usable use
to store protection
fresh water delivery
tap storage
supply of availability
running w ater source
to deliver distribution
ground efficient
to treat consumption
salt shortage
surface transport
impurities in 
body of
redistribution
4. Read two pieces o f information presented below. Some
facts m a y  surprise you, so note them  down.
TEXT A
WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT WATER ?
W hat if there w asn't any w ater on Earth?
There wouldn't be any trees... or animals... or humans.
All living things need w ater to live. Next to the air we
breathe, w ater is our most important need. W ithout w ater 
the Earth would look like the Moon.
• The hum an body is 70 per cent water.
• Every system in our body uses water.
• W ater makes up 83 per cent of our blood.
• W ater transports body wastes.
• W ater lubricates body joints.
• W ater keeps our body's tem perature stable.
• W ater is a part of cells which make up all living things.
Human beings can live several weeks without food, 
but only a few days w ithout water. Each day, we m ust 
take in at least eight glasses of water. But drinking w ater 
or other liquids provide only half the w ater we need. The 
other half comes from the food we eat.
TEXT В
WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT WATER ... ON EARTH ?
• Almost 80 per cent of the Earth 's surface is covered 
with water.
• Ninety-seven per cent of the w ater on Earth is salt 
water. Salt w ater is filled with salt and other minerals. 
Humans cannot drink this water. It is too difficult and ex­
pensive to remove the salt.
• Two per cent of the w ater on Earth is glacier ice at 
the North and South Poles. This ice is fresh w ater and 
could be melted down. It is too far away from where peo­
ple live to be usable.
• Less than 1 per cent of all the w ater on E arth  is fresh 
w ater that we can actually use. We use this small am ount of 
w ater for drinking, transportation, heating and cooling, indus­
try, and m any other purposes.
POST-READING
1. Working in pairs exchange your opinions on the facts that
seem ed surprising to you.
2. Nam e some o f the ways you use water in your life. Which
use do you th ink is the m ost important?
U N I T  2
PRE-READING
1. Do you know  the essence o f the natural i(water cycle" and  
its stages:
precipitation  
run off 
percolation 
evaporation 
condensation
выпадение осадков 
сток
просачивание
испарение
конденсация
2. Read carefully the following two texts and try  to realize 
the importance o f having constant water supp ly  for d iffer­
ent purposes.
TEXT A 
PUBLIC WATER SYSTEMS
W ater is im portant to everyone. W ater covers over two- 
thirds of our planet, makes up over tw o-thirds of our bodies, 
and is present in almost every type of food and drink. In fact, 
we cannot live w ithout water.
Fortunately, our planet has a lot of water. The natural 
"water cycle" continually replenishes this vast supply, through 
precipitation, runoff and percolation, evaporation, condensa­
tion, precipitation again, and so on. Because of its abundance 
and availability, w ater has m any uses. In fact, every home, 
store, business, farm , factory, church and school uses w ater 
every day - for cooking, cleaning and bathing, for m anufac­
turing and industrial processes, for irrigation and livestock, 
for sewage removal, and most im portantly, for drinking water. 
Imagine the inconvenience if your home or workplace was 
without running w ater for even a day or two!
Unfortunately, not all w ater is "potable" or "drinkable". 
In fact, most w ater is not drinkable without some kind of 
treatm ent. Most people in developed countries receive their 
w ater from a public w ater system. We rely on these public 
w ater systems to gather, treat, and deliver w ater to us each 
day.
TEXT В 
WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT WATER SUPPLY ?
There are three parts to w ater supply: source - treatm ent 
- distribution. More than two billion people on the Earth do not 
have a good w ater supply. W ater m ust be carried by hand. 
Their w ater m ight not even be clean. In some places, people 
spend most of their day carrying w ater for their family to use.
Most people in developed countries • get their w ater 
from public utilities which supply basic needs such as electric­
ity, gas or w ater to the public. These utilities get their w ater 
from a natural source (a river, lake or aquifer (водоносный 
пласт). Many also treat (clean) the w ater to remove impurities. 
The utility then distributes the w ater to homes and businesses 
for people to use.
Some public utilities get w ater from surface w ater 
sources such as lakes and rivers. O ther utilities get w ater from 
groundw ater sources. The underground rock, clay, sand and 
gravel m aterials that store w ater are called aquifers. Some 
cities are fortunate enough to be near both a surface w ater 
source and a groundw ater aquifer.
POST-READING
1. Look a t the diagram. Explain in your own words the water
cycle.
2. Discuss in groups o f four the following issues:
1) W hat is necessary to make w ater drinkable?
2) W hat purposes do public w ater systems serve?
3) Name the parts of w ater supply.
4) Is w ater supply the same everywhere?
5) W hat w ater sources does your city possess?
Have you ever thought what would happen if the 
hydrologic cycle atopped?
All life on earth  would end. W ithout this never-ending 
cycle, plants would die. Underground sources would soon be 
dried. Rivers, lakes and oceans would overflow and flood 
large areas of land. The whole ecological cycle would 
come to an end.
PRE-READING
1. Translate into Russian the following word-groups:
disposal of
household
to pollute with
hum an
to remove
animal
disease-causing
leakage of
city
factory
toxic
gaseous
radioactive
food
waste
wastes
w ater
treatm ent
removal
dum p
discharge
treatm ent plant
disposal
recycling
2. Translate the following article in writing in 60 m inutes  
m aking use o f the vocabulary o f terms.
TEXT 
POTENTIAL THREATS TO OUR WATER SUPPLY
W ater can be polluted with hum an and /o r chemical 
wastes. Each deep underground aquifers can be polluted from 
the surface. For example, oil throw n on the ground or in the 
sewer can pollute the w ater and is very hard to remove.
Delivering clean w ater is no easy task. Both the forces of 
nature and the activities of modern, industrialized society 
present m any threats to the cleanliness and safety of our 
water. Many different types of contaminants can th reaten  our 
lakes, rivers, reservoirs, and groundw ater wells. As a result, 
public w ater systems m ust work hard to make drinking w ater 
free of disease-causing contaminants and suitable for use. 
Following are some examples of the potential th reats to our 
drinking water.
Threats from Nature
• Bacteria, viruses, and other microorganisms;
• N aturally occurring radioactive m aterials such as 
radium  and radon;
• Naturally occurring metals, such as arsenic, cad­
mium, and chromium; and
• N itrates and nitrites from the breakdown of or­
ganic wastes.
Threats from society
• Chemicals both legally and illegally discharged from 
industrial and other processes;
• Runoff from city streets, parking lots, and rooftops;
• Leakage of chemicals and wastes from underground 
storage tanks;
• Leachate from landfills and waste dumps;
• Runoff of agricultural pesticides and fertilizers ;
• Injection of waste fluids into underground wells;
• Im proper use and disposal of household wastes,
such as used oil, cleaning products, and garden chemicals;
• Faulty septic tanks and sewage systems.
Threats from Treatment and Distribution
• Formation of disinfection by-products such as 
"trihalomethanes", corrosion by-products, and other con­
tam inants resulting from w ater treatm ent and distribution.
• Everyone m ust do their part to keep w ater sources 
clean. Public utilities m ust clean w ater very carefully. They 
test w ater and m easure pollutants to make sure the w ater is 
safe. They can m easure very small amounts of pollutants in 
bodies of w ater - parts per million, parts per billion, and 
even parts per trillion. The w ater that is delivered to people 
m ust meet strict rules of purity.
• W ater that utilities send out m ust be safe for everyone 
to use. After w ater is used, it goes down the drain. Then it 
goes through the sewer to a w astew ater treatm ent plant. 
There it is treated again before the w ater is sent back to a 
natural w ater source. This protects everyone and everything 
that uses the w ater downstream.
1. Note down the m easures taken in order to keep  water
sources clean.
2. In  class discuss what else can be done in this direction.
3. Tell your group-m ates honestly i f  you happen some­
tim es to pollute water sources.
U N I T  4
PRE-READING
S tu d y  carefully all the processes water is subjected to 
a t a water treatm ent plant. The diagram and vocabulary o f 
term s will be o f help to you.
TEXT 
WATER TREATMENT
W ater treatm ent is the process of cleaning water. 
Treatm ent makes the w ater safe for people to drink. Be­
cause it is a good solvent, w ater picks up all sorts of natu ­
ral pollutants. In nature, w ater is not always clean enough 
for people to drink. W hen the microscope was invented in 
the 1850s, germs could be seen in w ater for the first time. 
In 1902, Belgium was the first country to use chlorine to 
clean or treat w ater in a public w ater supply. Today, al­
most every city in the world treats their drinking water. 
Treatm ent includes disinfection w ith chlorine or other 
chemicals to kill any germs in the water.
W ater undergoes the following processes at a w ater 
treatm ent plant:
7 . Intake. W ater is taken from the source. Logs, 
fish and plants are screened out at the intake and then the 
w ater is draw n into the treatm ent plant. If the source is 
groundwater, the "screening" is done by the soil as the 
w ater travels under the earth 's surface. Sometimes very 
little treatm ent is required for groundwater.
2. C h e m i c a l  A d d i t i o n . Aluminium sulphate 
(alum), polymers an d /o r chlorine are added to the water. 
These kill germs, improve taste and odour, and they help 
settle solids still in water. The w ater and th.ese chemicals 
are then mixed together.
3. C o a g u l a t i o n  a n d  F l o c c u l a t i o n .  Here, the 
alum  and other chemicals from the chemical addition step 
cling to particles in the w ater. This is called coagulation. It 
causes the particles to stick together and form larger par­
ticles called floe.
4.  S e d i m e n t a t i o n . The w ater and the floe par­
ticles flow into a sedim entation basin. Here the floe settles 
to the bottom and is removed from the water.
5- F i l t r a t i o n . From the sedimentation basin, the 
w ater flows through filters. Filters are made of layers of 
sand and gravel. The filters are used to remove any re­
maining particles left in the water.
6. D i s i n f e c t i o n . A small am ount of chlorine, or 
other disinfecting chemicals, is added. This is used to kill 
any remaining germs and to keep the w ater safe as it 
travels to the public. In some w ater systems, especially 
those with groundw ater sources, this is the only treatm ent 
provided.
7. S t o r a g e .  The w ater is placed in a closed tank 
or reservoir called a clear well. This allows time for the 
chlorine to mix throughout the w ater in order for disinfec­
tion to take place. The w ater then  flows into the distribu­
tion system.
The w ater is sampled and tested throughout the 
treatm ent plant. Sampling is performed to make sure the 
processes are working and tha t the w ater is safe before it 
leaves the plant. In industrialized countries, governm ents 
have set standards for drinking water. W hen w ater leaves 
a treatm ent plant, it is as clean or cleaner than required by 
these standards.
POST-READING
M aking use o f the diagram describe the water treat­
m en t cycle in your own words. W ork in turn one a fter  
another in groups o f three.
Water Treatment
PRE-READING
1. M atch synonym s in the le ft and right columns:
damage
urgent
harm ful
explain
pure
realize
exploration
essential
protection
complex
equilibrium
balance
conservation
necessary
understand
vital
attack
complicated
adverse
interpret
research
clean
2. Look up the following words in the vocabulary o f term s:
to drive away, lack, to force, to move, costly, to 
repair, to reduce, to recycle, crop, to switch (from... to).
3. R ead and discuss the following sta tem ents in small 
groups. A d d  some more facts you m a y  know  about the 
value o f water.
TEXT A
WATER IS A BARGAIN ... ( дешевый товар)
BUT WE MUST USE IT WISELY !
• W ater is a valuable natural resource shared by everyone.
• W ater is not always available when and w here we need it.
• While the rich world worries about pollution and global 
warming, the serious problems of the developing world 
are ignored. More than  a billion people lack even clean 
water. Poor countries need help.
• Rivers are drying out driving away birdlife.
• Farm ers may be forced to switch from cultivating tra ­
ditional vegetables to crops which require less water.
• It costs money and uses energy to move water.
• Pollution makes it more difficult and costly to clean 
water.
• There are two ways of coping with the shortage of wa­
ter: to increase the supply and to reduce the demand. 
The supply can be increased by building more reser­
voirs but this would be too expensive and there is a 
limited num ber of suitable sites. But environm ental 
groups such as Friends of the Earth say that the solu­
tion is to reduce demand.
• W ater companies m ust repair their own pipes so that 
less w ater is wasted.
• Industries m ust use less w ater by recycling it.
PRE-READING
1. Here are some words to help you in understanding:
faucet — tap водопроводный кран;
leak течь, утечка воды;
drip капанье;
pitcher графин;
to rinse промывать, полоскать;
hose шланг;
sprinkler разбрызгиватель, дождеватель;
drain канализационная труба;
to turn off выключать, закрывать;
broom метла;
shower душ;
to sweep подметать.
2. To m ake everything clear, read and translate the follow­
ing instructions one b y  one.
TEXT В
WHAT CAM YOU DO TO SAVE WATER ?
1. Check inside faucets for leaks. Even a faucet 
with a small drip can waste a lot of water.
2. Showers are more water efficient than baths.
S. Keep showers to 5 minutes or less in length.
4. Turn off the water while brushing your teeth or 
washing your hands.
5. Keep a pitcher of water m the refrigerator 
Then you won't have to run tap water to cool it.
6. Use dishwashers and clothes washers for full 
loads only.
7. U$e a broom to sweep your driveway, garage or 
sidewalk instead of using water.
8. Use a bucket of water to wash your bike or the 
family car Rinse it quickly with the hose.
9. Be careful to water the plants, not the sidewalk.
10. Water your plants at night or in the early 
morning to avoid evaporation.
11. Check outside hoses, faucets and automatic 
sprinklers for leaks.
12. Never throw oil or chemicals down the drain or 
into the ground.
13. Use water only when you need it. Always turn 
it off when you are finished.
POST-READING
1. Do you agree with the given instructions? We hope you
will follow them  in your everyday life.
2. Do you use water wisely? Exchange your own recom ­
m endations how  to save our bargain - water.
W hat have a forest in Germany, a lake in Sweden and 
the G reat Lakes on the borders of Canada got in common? 
The answ er is - they are all threatened by acid rain.
PRE-READING
1. M atch the following English word-groups with their 
Russian equivalents:
large areas of forests 
sulphuric acid 
acid rain 
motor vehicle 
environm ental protection 
fossil fuel
electric power station 
the only m easure 
lead-free
exhaust fum es/gases 
major cause of pollution
защита окружающей среды 
ископаемое топливо 
электростанция 
кислотный дождь 
автомобиль
крупные лесные массивы 
основная причина загрязнения 
выхлопные газы 
единственная мера 
серная кислота 
не содержащий свинца
2. Scan through the passage in 5 m inu tes and say  in what 
w ay acid rain is produced.
TEXT 
ACID RAIN
All over Europe and in North America, there are 
lakes and forests which are dead or dying and the cause is 
thought to be acid rain. W hat is acid rain? Mr Justin  Cook, 
a scientist, explains: “ All fossil fuels, that is oil, coal and 
gas, contain sulphur. W hen these are burnt, for example 
in motor vehicles, they form sulphuric acid. This goes up 
into the air, and soon it falls back to earth, into lakes and 
onto trees in forests/' This can cause local problems: cars 
near factories rust (ржаветь) more quickly, and buildings 
start to destroy.
A greater problem exists when the acid rises into the 
air. Often it comes down into lakes or forests. As a result, 
lakes become acidic, fish disappear and trees are killed. 
The pollution is carried great distances by the wind, so 
sulphuric acid produced in Britain can travel as far as 
Scandinavia. Czech republic is one of the countries w ith 
the most acid rain, and large areas of forests consist only of 
dead trees. Germ an forests are also very badly affected.
Is there anything which can be don’e about acid rain? 
Mr Cook says: “The main source of acid rain is electric 
power stations. Some countries have passed laws requiring 
power stations to install filters tha t ^prevent the acid get­
ting out into the air. Here in Britain, the .only m easure 
that has been taken is that chimneys are built taller so that 
the pollution is more d istribu ted /’ If the petrol used in 
motor vehicles were lead-free, then it would be possible to 
filter exhaust fumes which are a major cause of pollution. 
But these filter mechanisms cannot work unless the lead is 
removed.
So, , it is possible to do something about acid rain. But 
unless the problem is faced very soon, it m ay be too late.
POST-READING
1. Read the passage carefully once more and consider the
following questions in pairs:
a) W hat are three fossil fuels?
b) How is sulphuric acid formed?
c) W hat local problems does it cause?
d) W hat happens in lakes and forests affected by acid rain?
e) W hy is there acid rain in Scandinavian countries?
f) Have all countries passed the same laws about installing 
filters at power stations?
2. Explain to the audience the m eaning o f the m otto:
"Drive into the Future with Lead-Free Petrol".
3. Describe in your own words the ecological disaster fol­
lowing the chart
4. Role p lay
Discuss in four m ini-groups the issues raised. Each group  
represents one o f the following categories o f the population:
A « factory owners j
С * local residents
В > government ministers
l> - environmentalists
Each group should discuss their a ttitude to the prob­
lem of acid rain and decide on their opinion. Then the four 
groups have a plenary discussion.
Do you know that not only nature can be damaged by 
people's poor (bad, improper) treatm ent but a hum an being 
himself ? It tu rns out that we may be poisoned by food.
PRE-READING
1. Look up in the vocabulary o f term s the following words 
which m a y  be unknown to you :
to spray, weed, rodent, insect, residue, to breathe (in), 
shrub, to be exposed, ingestion, individual.
2. Match up the English term s concerning hum an health  
with their Russian equivalents:
internal organ 
pesticide fumes 
undesired insect 
indirect contamination 
harm ful effect 
mild headache 
hum an body 
health status 
long-term effect 
unreasonable risk 
label directions 
skin rashes
тело человека 
нежелательное насекомое 
инструкции потребителю 
пары пестицидов 
непрямое заражение 
внутренний орган 
вредное воздействие 
неоправданный риск 
слабая головная боль 
состояние здоровья 
кожная сыпь 
длительное воздействие
3. Below is an article about one more ecological threat - 
pesticides. Have you ever heard about pesticides? Where 
is it  possible to find  them ? Share your ideas with the rest 
of the group.
4. Read the article and decide w hether we are in danger o f 
pesticides.
TEXT
POISONS IN FOOD
Farm ers often spray
chemicals on crops to protect 
them  against pests - undesired 
insects, weeds, rodents, bac­
teria, and other organisms.
These chemical substances - 
pesticides - are also used in and 
around homes and buildings, 
on trees and shrubs.
Pesticides can enter
ground w ater both directly and 
indirectly. Indirect contamina­
tion can occur when pesticides 
move down through the soil 
into the ground water.
Pesticides can be harm ful to 
you. Most people are exposed to
some pesticide residues in food products. In addition, people 
who use and handle pesticides may be exposed to them  through 
breathing in pesticide fumes or through skin contact. There are 
three ways in which you can be exposed to pesticides in drink­
ing water:
• by ingestion - either by drinking the w ater directly or 
eating foods cooked with the water;
• by breathing in pesticide fumes in the shower or when 
cooking or washing; and
• by absorbing the pesticides through the skin during 
showering, swimming, or washing.
• Pesticides can cause a range of possible harm ful effects,- 
extending from a mild headache and skin rashes to long-term 
effects on internal organs, cancer, and death. The degree to 
which pesticides may affect the hum an body depends on the 
toxicity of the pesticide and its amount in the water, the health 
status of the individual and h is/her age, the period of exposure 
to the pesticide and a lot of other factors.
• Pesticides are subject to extensive scientific testing before 
being registered. They must be used according to label direc­
tions to avoid unreasonable risks to hum an health or the envi­
ronment.
1. Look a t the graph and explain the m echanism  o f pesti­
cides' action.
2. Nam e harm fu l effects o f pesticides. W hat categories o f
people are m ostly  subjected to their action?
U N I T  8
PRE-READING
1. Look up the following words in the vocabulary o f terms: 
nonprofit, to create, excessive, plot, conventional, fertilizer.
2. Is  agriculture very  active in your region? W hat m eas­
ures are needed to support farming?
3. R ead the tex t in three m inutes and say  about the ecolo­
gical activities o f the AFT.
SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE
The American Farm land Trust (AFT) is a national 
nonprofit organization that works to stop the loss of produc­
tive farm land and encourages farm ers to create a balanced 
agricultural ecosystem that can prevent soil erosion and the 
contamination of ground and surface w aters by excessive use 
of pesticides and fertilizers.
One of AFT's most successful program s is the Sustain­
able Agriculture Project. Using demonstration plots to com­
pare conventional and sustainable farm  methods and provid­
ing economic and environmental information, the Project 
trains farm ers to take a more reasonable approach. The em ­
phasis is on using the farm 's own biological advantages to 
reduce the need for expensive and energy-intensive fertilizers 
and pesticides.
Read emotionally the tex t o f the song "What have  
th ey  done to the world?" Here are some words to help you  
understand the text:
mud грязь;
to pour out сливать, выпускать; 
to explode взрывать(ся);
concrete бетон;
for profit  and gain ради прибыли и наживы; 
to poison отравлять:
to cough кацілять;
to choke задыхаться.
WHAT HAVE THEY DONE TO THE WORLD ?
W hat have they done to the seas, my friend?
W hat have they done to the seas?
W hat have they done to the rivers, my friend?
W hat have they done to the trees?
Well, they've turned all the seas into mud, my friend, 
And they've killed all the fish in those seas,
And they've poured out their oil and their waste,
my friend,
'Cause they think they can do as they please.
Refrain:
And they’ve built their cities 
And they've made their roads 
And they'll test their bombs 
Till the world explodes 
Into the millions of little pieces ...
W hat have they done to our land, my friend,
This land which is ours from our birth?
W hat have they done to our forests, my friend?
W hat have they done to the earth?
Well, they've turned our land into a desert, my friend,
A desert of concrete and stone.
And they’ve done this for profit and gain, my friend,
Till they've ruined the earth  that we own.
Refrain : And they've built their cities ...
W hat have they done to the skies, my friend,
The skies that are blue and so clear?
W hat have they done to the skies, my friend?
W hat have they done to the air?
Well, they've poured out their smoke and their fumes,
my friend,
Till you can't see the sun in the sky.
And they've poisoned the air that we breathe, my friend, 
Till we cough and we choke and we die.
Refrain : And they've built their cities ...
POST-READING
1. Discuss in small groups the question: Who is m eant b y  
"they"?
2. M aybe someone know s the m elody and  is ready to sing  
the song? The rest o f the class m a y  join in the singing.
3. Role p lay
A c t out a talk between m em bers o f a fam ily  in such 
a situation:
A family goes shopping and meets cyclists (велосипе­
дисты) with masks on their faces to protect them  against 
air pollution. Tall chimneys and factory smokestacks emit 
soot and discharge a lot of sulphur dioxide.
4. H ow do you understand the statem ent:
“ We are polluting ourselves out of existence” ?
PRE-READING
1. There are some synonym s very  close in m eaning to the 
Russian words 'мусор, cop, хлам': Rubbish = Garbage 
-  Trash are the general term s for things we do not w ant 
Litter is paper scattered on the street or in a park. Waste 
paper is paper that has been used usually in offices. B ins  
and baskets are used for rubbish: rubbish bins, litter 
bins and waste-päper baskets. Dustbins are for  
household rubbish (American English = *trash can ').
2. Read the article and see how  people in d ifferen t coun­
tries try  to solve the problem  o f rubbish. While reading 
write out the facts that surprised you.
TEXT 
A lOAD OF RUBBISH
American doctors believe that there is a new illness - 
“earth  anxiety“. What, is it? It's anxiety , or worry, about 
our environment. One of the main causes of w orry is rub ­
bish. Years ago we used to throw  things away and not to 
think twice about it. Now people are beginning to learn the 
facts:
• In Britain, each family throw s out one ton of rubbish 
each year.
• 90% of this rubbish goes into “landfill sites” - big holes 
in the ground in places far away from the city centres.
• Town councils burn 8 % of the rubbish.
• Britain only recycles (saves it in some way and uses it 
again) 2 % of all rubbish.
• America produces 160 million tons of rubbish (they 
call it garbage) and recycles 1 0 %.
• Britain is very bad at recycling compared w ith some 
other European countries.
• Britain recycles 16% of all glass bottles.
• Holland recycles 62% of all bottles.
• Britain recycles 5% of the aluminium from alum inium  
cans (Coca Cola cans, etc).
• Canada recycles 65% of all aluminium cans.
• Britain recycles 26% of all waste paper.
• Holland recycles 57% of waste paper.
Sheffield is one of Britain's cleanest cities. Each family 
has separate dustbins for different kinds of rubbish - one for 
bottles, one for plastic, One for paper and cloth, one for cans.
POST-READING
1. In  pairs talk o f the facts you have written out from  the te x t
2. Think on the phrase : "This product is degradable and  breaks 
dow n". What does it  mean? Where can it be taken from ?  
Discuss in groups o f fo u nand  present your ideas to the class.
3. Is  your c ity  doing anything to help stop the world's “rubbish  
m ounta in”? Give some facts.
4. Here is one m ore phrase to th ink over: “T ry  to help yourself 
- it's  your world!" What is its  meaning? Give your reasons.
U N I T  2
PRE-READING
1. London is known as one of the most beautiful cities in the 
world. What is your idea of the capital of Great Britain? Is 
it clean or dirty?
2. Here is a list of words from the article “Portrait of a Filthy 
City" that may be unknown to you:
plastic bags полиэтиленовые пакеты; 
crumpled packaging мятая упаковка; 
dog mess собачий помет; 
roadside обочина;
tube метро в Лондоне;
side-walk, pavement тротуар, пешеходная дорожка;
to sweep подметать;
suction всасывание.
3. In teams o f three discuss your versions o f translating into  
Russian the following English word-groups:
overcrowded tube, litter-collecting vehicle, leaf-suction 
machine, pavem ent-w asher, small hand-operated pavem ent 
vacuum -cleaner, clean-up team, Britain’s green environm ent 
departm ent, m anual sweeping, road brush-w asher.
4. Scan through the article to have a general idea o f London 
streets in comparison with other European capitals.
TEXT 
PORTRAIT OF A FILTHY CITY
Fly into London from any continental city and the second 
thing you will notice (after the overcrowded tube from the 
airport) is the filthy state of the streets.
Sidewalks with lots of plastic bags and crum pled packag­
ing on them , roadsides with broken chairs, m attresses and su­
perm arket carts ... That is London as described in a 114-page 
report by Britain’s Royal Fine Art Commission, which called the 
capital filthier than  "comparable” European cities - Berne, 
Bonn, or even Paris, Madrid or Rome. The Germans and Swiss 
have always kept their public places extraordinarily clean. "Too 
m uch of London has become dirty, degrading and depressing," 
says the document.
W hy are the streets so dirty? Almost certainly not be­
cause the British are so careless about rubbish.
Central Paris is cleaner than central London for two 
simple reasons: Paris has more street cleaners, and they use
better equipment. Money can pay for an impressive range of 
litter-collecting vehicles. Paris has 90 pavem ent-w ashers, 75 
road brush-w ashers, five leaf-suction machines and 80 motor­
cycles designed to collect dog mess and then  spray disinfectant. 
The Swiss authorities employ more street cleaners per kilome­
tre than anyw here else in Europe. But the W estm inster coun­
cil, whose cleansing departm ent is considered as one of Britain's 
best, has only recently supplied manual sweeping w ith small
hand-operated pavement vacuum -cleaners and a limited 
range of washing vehicles.
The report by the Britain's Royal Fine Art Commission 
suggests 120 ways for London to clean up. Among them: 
bigger public trash bins, the establishment of new clean-up 
teams, more pay for cleaner sidewalks. The report fu rther 
urges the designation of the Thames and its em bankm ents 
as Britain's first urban national park and its development 
as a cultural and leisure reserve.
Britain's green environment departm ent is going to 
make the country cleaner. It rightly believes that the big­
gest change of attitude is needed not among the general 
public but in town halls.
POST-READING
1. Read the tex t once more and write out what measures
should be taken to m ake our cities cleaner.
2. Test yourself whether you are worried about litter in
the sreets o f your c ity  T ry to be honest answering the 
questions o f '’L itter S u rv e y ". Work in pairs.
1) Do you ever notice litter in the street?
2 ) Does it concern you?
3) Are your objections on the grounds of hygiene 
[; haicb i:n ] or tidiness (опрятность, аккуратность)?
4) Are there enough bins provided here?
5) Is rubbish regularly cleared away?
6 ) Are you a local citizen? If so, are you ready to pay 
more rates to get a better service?
7) Do you drop litter?
8 ) W hat can be done about litter?
3. Would you like your city  centre to be developed as a 
cultural and leisure reserve? In teams o f four brain­
storm  this bright objective, m ake' up a list o f measures 
that should be taken, draw a plan o f the c ity  centre and  
present your team's report to the class.
4. Arrange a competition "For the best project o f our city  
centre." You m a y  draw pictures, graphs, plans.
BASH THAT TRASH !
How do you understand this title? Compare your versions 
of translation.
PRE-READING
1. Look for the words with similar m eanings in the le ft and  
right columns:
trash
lorry
one-month rate
expensive
household
collection once a week 
industrial
ecologically conscious
city's waste
resident
to start
daily
hazardous
goal
citizen
municipal waste
purpose
rubbish
every day
m onthly fee
costly
truck
weekly pick-up
environm entally minded
residential
toxic
to launch
commercial
2. Match the term s and their definitions:
landfill ,  recycle,  decompose, methane,  hazardous  
waste,  non-renewable,  contaminate.
1 . to break down and make again into another m aterial 
which can be used; 2 . an area of open land where trash and 
garbage is thrown; 3. any dangerous m aterials left over from 
an industrial process that can be harm ful to people or the 
environm ent in m any different ways; 4. to fall apart and rot;
5. to pollute something, or to make it dirty; 6 . a substance or 
m aterial that has no colour, does not smell and cannot be seen 
but is very dangerous because it can catch on fire; 7. natural 
resources that cannot be renewed.
3. S tu d y  carefully the positive trash recycling project in th e  
United States o f America. T ry to guess a ny  n ew  words from  
the context I f  you want to be sure use a dictionary
TEXT
HOW SEATTLE BEAT ITS TRASH PROBLEM
In 1993, each person in the United States threw  away 
about 1.8 kg of trash daily. P u t it all together and you’d fill 
45000 trash trucks every day!
About 1/3 of this waste comes from packaging. But here's 
a bit of good news. Some companies have begun to use less 
packaging. And lots of U.S. cities have started recycling 
projects. In these ways Americans have begun making less 
trash.
By 1988, the city of Seattle, Washington, was facing a 
trash crisis. Its population was growing at a record rate, yet 
a plan to build a solid-waste incinerator was not supported 
by the environmentally minded public. Landfills, the most 
common alternative, were expensive and also unpopular. So, 
after analysing the city's waste stream  and its expected 
growth, officials came up with a plan: by 1995 the city of 
Seattle would recycle 60 per cent of its municipal waste.
The citizens were given an incentive to participate. A 
"pay-as-you-throw" program  was soon launched. The resi­
dents had to pay a monthly fee for the city’s weekly pick-up 
of a small mini-can of trash. Larger cans were more expen­
sive, and the fee increased greatly. Recycling programs, on 
the other hand, were maintained free of charge, and the 
collection of yard waste was made available for only 2 dol­
lars per month.
The city established drop-off stations for all recyclable 
materials, as well as for household-hazardous waste.
The pay-off was almost immediate. By 1989, ‘city waste 
had been reduced by 37 per cent. By 1991, Seattle was re­
cycling 40 per cent of its commercial and residential waste. 
Seattle is in the vanguard of a movement that is quietly 
revolutionizing consumer habits in the United States. In­
deed, interest in waste reduction and recycling is even 
greater in other parts of the country. So far, more than 200 
communities have adopted systems similar to Seattle's. In 
addition, more than half of U.S. states have recycling goals - 
to achieve 50-per cent reductions by the end of the decade. 
The American people have taken on recycling with enthusi­
asm. Educational efforts in this respect are becoming an in­
tegral part of U.S. life.
1. In pairs make your suggestions on a better trans­
lation of the following word-groups:
environm entally minded public, a city’s waste stream, 
a “pay-as-you-throw ” program, drop-off stations, to take 
on recycling w ith enthusiasm , an integral part of life, solid- 
waste incinerator, to grow at a record rate, to maintain 
free of charge.
2. Look for the sentences that answer the following ques­
tions, read them  before the class and translate:
1) W hat was Seattle like by 1988?
2) W hat is a “pay-as-you-throw ” program?
3) W hat did the program  result in?
4) W hat is the main recycling goal of m any American 
communities?
3. Discuss in pairs as environmentalists and fu tu re  engi­
neers what k in d  o f recycling project could be adopted in 
your c ity
4. Exchange your ideas with other teams.
U N I T  4
PRE-READING
1. Match the English word-groups with their Russian  
equivalents:
1 . to assess environm ental conditions; 2 . a comprehensive 
statem ent; 3. to establish policy and spending priorities;
4. quality control; 5. actual costs of production; 6 . ecological 
impact; 7. airborne pollution; 8 . health damage; 9. small- 
scale enterprise; 1 0 . too high concentration; 1 1 . drinking 
w ater supplies; 12. nuclear waste explosion; 13. poor air 
quality; 14. initial priorities; 15. non-ferrous smelter; 16. cost- 
effective cleaner energy sources; 17. heating plant; 18. pre­
treatm ent of industrial wastewaters; 19. rich biodiversity; 
2 0 . environm entally sustainable development.
1 . источники питьевого водоснабжения; 2 . экологически 
устойчивое развитие; 3. первоначальные приоритеты; 4. опре­
делить первоочередные задачи в области политики и капита­
ловложений; 5. всесторонняя характеристика; 6 . вред здоро­
вью; 7. повышенное содержание; 8 . дать оценку состояния 
окружающей среды; 9. плохое качество атмосферного возду­
ха; 1 0 . взрыв хранилища радиоактивных отходов; 1 1 . богатде 
многообразие биологических видов; 1 2 . предварительная 
работка промышленных сточных вод; 13. ТЭЦ; 14. контроль 
качества; 15. фактические издержки производства; 16: загряз­
нение воздуха; 17. воздействие на окружающую среду; . 
18. рентабельные экологически более чистые источники энер­
гии; 19. малое предприятие; 20. печь для выплазки цветных 
металлов.
2. Read the article carefully in ten m inutes and try  to under­
stand what the E A P  is and what problem s it deals with.
AN "ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION PROGRAMME" 
FOR CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE
’’State of the environment" reports and other public docu­
ments assess environmental conditions in Central and Eastern 
Europe. These data are useful for establishing policy and 
spending priorities in this region of the world.
The "Environmental Action Program m e for Central and 
Eastern Europe" (EAP) is a comprehensive statem ent of con­
ditions and suggested directions for the entire region. Most 
Europeans realize the environmental problems that have 
accumulated during the decades of central planning that 
focused first of all on the priorities of the Cold W ar and the 
industries that served its needs. Such factors as quality con­
trol, actual costs of production and ecological impact were 
practically ignored.
The EAP notes that three forms of airborne pollution are 
major contributors to health damage in the region: lead in the 
air and soil from lead and zinc smelters and transport; a ir­
borne dust from household furnaces, small-scale enterprises, 
power and heating plants, metallurgical and other large 
plants; and sulphur dioxide and other gases, especially in 
combination with dust.
W ater pollution is another im portant concern. The EAP 
highlights too high concentrations of nitrates in drinking 
w ater supplies. W ater and food are also contam inated by 
heavy metals and toxic chemicals, either because of direct 
discharges or poor disposal of hazardous and nuclear waste. 
There is alarm ing evidence of dangers from the dum ping of 
radioactive waste at sites across Russia all the way to Vladi­
vostok and the Pacific Ocean. A recent TIME Magazine Spe- 
ciaj Report indicated that a "1957 nuclear-w aste explosion and 
subsequent dum ping of contaminants near Chelyabinsk is now 
thought to have released pollution totalling 1.2 billion curies" 
of contamination, as compared with about 3 million curies 
from the bomb that destroyed Hiroshima.
EAP recommends that in areas with poor air quality , ini­
tial priorities should be better dust controls for non-ferrous 
smelters and steel plants, and substitution of cost-effective 
cleaner energy sources in district heating plants and house­
holds. In those areas where heavy metals or toxic chemicals 
th reaten  the quality of ground or surface waters, investm ent 
in pre-treatm ent of industrial w astew aters should be a prior­
ity. Measures should also be taken to reduce elevated levels of 
nitrates and microbiological contamination of rural drinking 
w ater supplies.
There are m any unspoilt natural areas in Eastern Europe. 
It is necessary to protect these areas, to preserve its rich 
biodiversity. The region could be a reserve for restoration of 
many valuable species to West European countries.
The dram atic social, economic and political changes in the 
region offer a rem arkable opportunity to set it on a path of 
environm entally sustainable development that avoids m any of 
the mistakes associated with economic growth in the West.
POST-READING
1. Translate the article in writing in 60 minutes.
2. Reread the article, m aking notes as you go. Then write
a sum m ary o f the article in not more than 100 words.
3. In teams o f four evaluate the prospects o f fu lfillm ent o f 
the EAP. What is the role o f Russia in this project? H ow  do 
you see the participation o f the public and  yo u r own in ­
volvem ent in the program?
Below are some possible directions of activities to help you 
in making your decisions: 1 ) green audits; 2 ) planting trees and 
hedges; 3) recycling; 4) cleaning up rivers: 5) campaigning.
U N I T  5
PRE-READING
Look through the passage and say what steps can be made  
to im prove the environm ental protection in Eastern Europe.
EASTERN EUROPE'S GREEN REVOLT
November 1989: Germans celebrate the fall of the Ber­
lin Wall, perhaps the defining moment for the end of the 
Cold War. Environmental groups and Green Parties were 
catalysts in the events of 1989 and 1990 that brought mo­
mentous political changes throughout Eastern Europe.
W estern nations support environm ental reform  in East­
ern Europe, and in 1990 they helped establish the Regional 
Environmental Centre for Central and Eastern Europe in 
Budapest as an independent, nonprofit, nongovernmental 
foundation. Other assistance to Eastern Europe includes 
technical training in environm ental and natural resource 
m anagement and Peace Corps environm ental education 
workshops as well as providing aid in efforts to reduce in­
dustrial pollution and to improve air and w ater quality.
U N I T  6
PRE-READING
1. Have you ever heard o f the 
Earth Day? M ake your predic­
tions o f what the text is about.
2. Skim  through the passage and  
name events taking place 
around the world on A pril 22.
m
EARTH DAY 25
№1 1  22.1 9 8 5
TEXT
E A R T H  D A Y
Every year on April 22 environmentalists all over the 
world m ark Earth Day to dem onstrate their commitment to 
M other Earth and all her creatures. On this day people take 
part in hundreds of events around the world, from tree- 
planting ceremonies to outdoor concerts. Activists organize, for 
example, lectures, exhibitions, boat parades, rallies, symposia. 
In addition, recycling, campaigns, outdoor festivals, and benefit 
concerts take place in different countries.
The Earth Day Organization has a great num ber of re­
gional offices and partner coalitions in 1 2 2  countries around 
the world. Its motto is "Think globally, act locally!"
POST-READING
1. W hat is the m eaning o f the m otto "Think globally; act 
locally!"?
2. You are sure to be willing to join the Earth D ay Organiza­
tion. Divide into two teams and arrange brainstorming on 
the issue: "What actions on your side would you suggest?" 
M ake a list o f them. Compare your list with that o f your  
neighbours.
3. Imagine that you are going to fill in the application form  to 
be accepted in the Organization. H ow will you declare your  
strong sides?
4. Imagine you are taking part in the international conference 
on environmental problem s and are to m ake a speech as :
a) an environmental engineer specializing in waste disposal;
b) a w ater specialist;
c) a scientist investigating the quality of the air in a big city;
d) an activist of Green Peace fighting against nuclear testing;
e) an Animal Rights campaigner;
f) a member of the State Committee for Environmental 
Protection.
VOCABULARY OF TERMS
A
absorb [ѳЬ'бэ:Ь] поглощать, абсорбировать 
abundance [o 'bA ndons] изобилие, избыток; обилие 
accelerate [ 'o e k s e lo r e i t ]  ускорять
accumulate [ o 'k j u m j u l e i t ]  накапливать (ся); скопляться
acid [ 'o e s id ]  кислый, кислотный
activity [ o e k 't i v i t i ]  деятельность
add. добавлять
addition добавка, добавление
adopt [ѳ' d э р t ] принимать
adult [ 'oedA lt] взрослый, совершеннолетний
advance [ o d 'v a in s ]  продвигаться, идти вперед; развивать(ся)
adverse [7 ѳе d ѵ ѳ : s ] неблагоприятный, вредный
aerosol [ ' е ѳ г ѳ s о u 1 ] аэрозоль
affect воздействовать (на), влиять
air воздух
alum квасцы
amount количество
annual [ 'o e n ju o l]  ежегодный; годовой
anxiety [o e r \(g ) 'z a i0 t i ]  беспокойство
approach [ o 'p r o u t j ]  подход, рассмотрение
aquatic [ o 'k w o e tik ]  водный, водяной (растение или животное)
aquifer [ 'o e k w ifo ]  водоносный пласт, водоносный горизонт
arsenic [' а : s n і к ] мышьяк
area [ 'е ѳ п ѳ ]  территория; район, зона; ареал, область
обитания; область распространения
arid [ 'o e r id ]  сухой, безводный; засушливый
attack разрушать; причинять ущерб
avalanche [ 'ѳ е ѵ ѳ іа : n ( t) J ]  обвал, лавина
average [ 'o e v o r id j]  средний
avoid избегать
в
balance [ 'b o e lo n s ]  баланс, равновесие
basin ['beisn] водоем, бассейн; водосборная площадь;
акватория; резервуар *
bash наносить сильный удар
beach [bi:tf] пляж, взморье, побережье
beast [ b i : s t ]  зверь; животное (млекопитающее)
behaviour [ b i 'h e i v jo ]  поведение
bioclimate [/b a io ( u ) /k l a im i t ]  биоклимат (климат,
создаваемый растениями)
body тело; группа вещей, предметов; (большая) масса
boil down to сводиться к 
boiling point точка кипения
borrow [ 'b o ro u ] заимствовать, брать взаймы
bottom [ 'b o to m ] дно
break-down развал, распад, разложение
breathe (in) [b ri:5 ]  вдыхать
breeding размножение, разведение, выведение
bucket ['bA kit] ведро
bulk масса, объем; большое количество
burning [ 'Ь э :п іг \] горение, сжигание (отходов)
by-product [ 'b a i^ p ro d o k t]  побочный продукт, полуфабрикат
С
cancer рак; skin*f£\ рак кожи 
carbon tetrachlori^^p^a:b o n 'te t ro 'k lo :r a id ]
тетрахлорметан
cataract [' k ѳе t э г эеИЯржатаракта глаз
cause [ko:z] вы^ы^ать, являться причиной; заставлять
cell клетка
challenge [ 't jo e lin  (d$] серьезная задача 
character [ 'k o e r ik to ]  характер, особенность 
chlorine [' k 1 о: г i : n ] хлор 
chloroform [ 'k lorofo im ] хлороформ 
chlorofluorocarbons [ 'k lo ro 'f lu o ro 'k a ib o n z ]  
хлорированные и фторированные углеводороды
chimney труба (дымовая, вытяжная) 
clarification [^ k l9 e r if i 'k e ij(9 )n ]  осветление, очистка 
clay глина
cleanse [k len z] очищать, дезинфицировать 
cling прилипать
coagulate [ko(u)'9e g ju le it ]  коагулировать 
coast морской берег, побережье 
coastal прибрежный, береговой 
collector коллектор, сборник; водосборный канал 
combustion [k9m 'bA StJ(9)n] горение, сгорание; 
сжигание; окисление (органических веществ) 
common общий
community [k a 'm ju : n i ti ]  община; общество; 
сообщество, содружество 
complex сложный
complicated [ 'k o m p lik e i t id ]  сложный, трудный 
concern [k o n 'so in ]  касаться, иметь отношение; 
беспокоить
condition условие; состояние, положение 
conditioning кондиционирование; предварительная 
обработка, доведение до необходимого состояния или 
режима
consequence [ 'k o n sik w e n s]  последствие, результат 
conservation [^kons9 ( ; ) 'v e iJ ( 9 )n] охрана природы; 
рациональное использование природы, природных и 
живых ресурсов
consume [k a n 's ju im ]  потреблять, расходовать 
consumption [kan 'sA m pJn] потребление, расход 
contaminant [k o n 'to e m in o n t]  загрязняющее вещество, 
загрязнитель (искусственного происхождения) 
contaminate [k o n 'to em in e it]  заражать, загрязнять 
contamination загрязнение; заражение, отравление 
content [ 'k o n te n t]  суть, основное содержание 
contribute [ к э n ' t г ibj u : t ] способствовать 
contribution вклад; содействие 
control управление; контроль; проверка; 
регулирование; контролировать, регулировать 
convenience [k o n 'v iin ja n s ]  удобство
conventional [к 9 п 'ѵ э п /(ѳ )п 1] обычный, общепринятый
cool прохладный; охлаждать
соре справляться
cover [ 'клѵ ѳ] покрывать
creature [ 'k r i :t / э ] существо
crop урожай, сельскохозяйственная культура
crowded [ 'k ra u d id ]  переполненный; наполненный
crush дробить
crust земная кора
D
damage [ 'doem idj] повреждение, разрушение; ущерб,
убыток, урон, потери
danger ['deincfco] опасность
dangerous [ 'd e in d jro s ]  опасный
deadly [ 'd e d li]  смертельный, смертоносный
decade [ 'd e k o id ]  десятилетие
decline [d i 'k la in ]  упадок; приходить в упадок
decompose [ ,d i : k 9 m 'pouz] разлагаться
deforestation [d i^ fo r is 'te i jn ]  обезлесивание, вырубка
лесов
degenerate [d i'cfeenoreit] вырождаться, ухудшаться 
degrade ухудшать(ся); разлагаться 
demand [d i 'm a :n d ]  потребность; потребление 
deplete [ d i 'p l i : t ]  истощать, исчерпывать (запас) 
depletion [d i 'p l i:J n ]  истощение (запасов, ресурсов); 
опустошение, хищническая эксплуатация 
desert [ 'd ez o t]  пустыня
design [d i 'z a in ]  планирование, проектирование;
проектировать
destroy разрушать
destruction разрушение; уничтожение, снос (почвы) 
destructive разрушительный, вредный, губительный 
detect открывать, находить, обнаруживать 
deteriorate [ d i 't io r io r e i t ]  разрушать(ся), портить(ся) 
deterioration [d i^ t io r io 'r e i jn ]  разрушение, деградация, 
вырождение, ухудшение
determine [ d i 't 0 :m in ] определять 
devastate [ 'd e v o s te it]  опустошать, разорять 
devastation опустошение, разорение; повреждение, 
разрушение; ущерб
develop [d i 'v e lo p ]  развивать(ся); разрабатывать
development развитие, рост; совершенствование;
разработка; событие
dewater [di'wo:to] обезвоживать
dioxide [d a i 'o k s a id ]  двуокись
disappear [ d iso 'p io ]  исчезать
disaster [d i 'z a is to ]  бедствие, несчастье; катастрофа 
disastrous [d i 'z c rs t ro s ]  гибельный, губительный 
discharge [d is 'tfc rds] сброс (сточных вод), удаление 
(отходов); расход (воды); сбрасывать (сточные воды), 
удалять (отходы)
disease [d i 'z i :z ]  болезнь, заболевание
disposal [ d is 'pouz(9 )l] удаление (отходов, сточных вод)
disorder [d is 'o :d o ]  беспорядок; расстройство, болезнь
disrupt [ d is 'г Apt] разрушать, подрывать
disruption срыв, нарушение (экологического равновесия)
distribute [ d is 't r ib ju ( : ) t ]  распределять(ся)
distribution распределение, распространение;
размещение
diversity [ d a i 'v o is i t i ]  разнообразие, многообразие; 
различие, разновидность
downstream ['daun 'stri:m ] находящийся ниже по течению
drain дренаж, осушение; водосток; осушать
drainage [ 'd re in id j]  дренаж, осушение; отвод; дренажная
(осушительная) система; канализационная труба
draw (into) [d ro : ] втягивать
drive away прогонять, изгонять
drilling бурение
drought [d rau t]  засуха
dry сухой, обезвоженный; сушить
dump свалка отходов; выбрасывать, сбрасывать, сваливать 
dumping выгрузка навалом, сброс (в отвал); затопление 
отходов
dust пыль; очищать от пыли
Е
earthquake ['8 :0 kweik] землетрясение 
effect результат,последствие; влияние, воздействие 
efficient [ е ' f і J ( э ) nt ] эффективный; целесообразный; 
рациональный
effluent [ efl uen t] поток; очищенные сточные воды 
eliminate [ i 'l im in e i t ]  уничтожать, ликвидировать 
elimination устранение, удаление; ликвидация, истребление 
emission [ i 'm ijn ]  испускание, выделение; эмиссия, 
выброс; отходы (газов)
encourage [ т 'к л п ф ]  поощрять, поддерживать
endanger [ in /d e in (d )3 9 ]  подвергать опасности, ставить
под угрозу, угрожать
engine [/e n (d ) 3 in ] двигатель
enrich [ in 'r itf ]  обогащать
ensure [ in 'Ju o ]  обеспечивать, гарантировать
enterprise [ 'e n ta p ra iz ]  предприятие
environment [ in 'v a i 9 r ( 9 )n m en t] окружающая среда
environmental [ іп ^ ѵ а іэ г ( э ) п 'т е іи 1] связанный с
окружающей средой; экологический
epoch [ ' і :р о к ] эпоха
equilibrium [ xi :k w i 'l ib r i 9 m] равновесие
erode [ i 'ro u d ]  эродировать, выветривать
erosion [ і 'г о и з (э )п ]  эрозия, разрушение, выветривание;
смыв, размыв, подмыв
essential [ i 's e n j ( 9 )l] обязательный, необходимый 
estimate [ le s tim it]  оценка; ['estimeit] оценивать, давать 
оценку
evidence [ 'e v id ( 9 )ns] данные, факты; свидетельства 
evolution эволюция, развитие; изменение, формирование 
exceed [ ik 's i :d ]  превышать; превосходить 
excessive [ ik 's e s iv ]  чрезмерный, избыточный 
exhaust [ ig 'z o :s t]  выхлоп; выпуск, отрабатывание; 
истощать, исчерпывать 
exist [ ig 'z is t ]  существовать 
existence [ ig 'z is to n s ]  существование
exploitation эксплуатация (живых возобновляемых ресурсов); 
разработка (минеральных невозобновляемых ресурсов) 
explode [ ik s 'p lo u d ]  взрывать
explore [ ik s 'p lo :]  исследовать, изучать; разведывать
explosion [ ik s 'p lo u 3 n] взрыв
expose [ ik s 'p o u z ]  подвергать действию
extinct [ ik s 't ir \( k ) t]  вымирающий
extinction [ ik s 't ir \(k )Jn ]  вымирание, исчезновение
extraction извлечение, выемка, добыча
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fallout [ 'f o : 1 ' au t] осадки; выпадение осадков
famine [ 'foem in] голод
farming земледелие; сельское хозяйство; выращивание, 
разведение, культивирование
faucet [' f о : s i t ] амер. водопроводный кран; вентиль 
faulty [ 'f o : 1 t i]  имеющий недостатки; ошибочный; 
неисправный
fear [fio ] страх, опасение; бояться 
feed корм; питаться
feeding питание, кормление, рацион; подача, загрузка
felling валка, рубка леса
fertile [ 'f o :ta i l]  плодородный; богатый
fertility [ fo i 'J i l i t i ]  плодородие (почвы); рождаемость,
плодовитость
fertilizer [ 'f o . t i l a iz a ]  удобрение 
film пленка, поверхностный слой, налет 
filthy [ filG i] грязный
fire огонь, пламя, пожар; - retardant огнетушитель 
fishery рыболовство, рыбное хозяйство 
flame пламя; сжигать
flocculate [ 'f lo k ju le it ]  выпадать хлопьями, флокулировать
flood [flAd] паводок, половодье, наводнение, разлив;
затопление; затоплять
flooded [ flA did] затопленный
flow (into) впадать
fluctuation [ ^flA ktju 'eiJ’n] колебание
foam пена; пениться 
fog туман
food пища, питание, корм, пищевой продукт 
force [fo :s] сила; воздействие; заставлять, принуждать 
forecast [ 'f o : k a : st] прогноз, предсказание, составление 
прогноза
forestation [^ fo r is 'te i jn ]  облесение, лесонасаждение, 
лесовозобновление
freeze замерзать, замораживать; морозить
fuel [ 'f ju o l]  топливо; - oil жидкое топливо; fossil-
ископаемое топливо
fume дым; пар; exhaust -  выхлопные газы 
fungus ['fA ngos] гриб; грибок
G
garbage [ 'д а : bids] амер. мусор
gas газ; aMep.=gasolene=gasoline бензин, топливо
gather собирать(ся)
generation поколение, потомство
germ [dsoirn] микроб, бактерия
give off испускать, выделять
glacier [ 'g loesjo ] ледник, глетчер
goods товары
gravel ['дгѳеѵ(ѳ)1] гравий
greenhouse теплица
growth рост, развитие; выращивание, возделывание 
Н
habitat ['hoebitoet] место, район, среда обитания, 
среда распространения; среда, окружение 
harmful [ 'h a :m fu l]  вредный, пагубный, опасный 
harvest [ 'h a :v is t ]  урожай, сбор урожая 
hazardous [ 'hoezodos] рискованный, опасный 
health [ЬеІѲ] здоровье 
healthy ['ЬеІѲ і] здоровый
hemisphere [ 'h e m is f io ]  полушарие
heat [h i:t]  теплота, тепло, ж ара
heat-wave полоса, период сильной жары
hereditary [ h i 'r e d i ta r i ]  наследственный
heredity [ h i 'r e d i t i ]  наследственность
hold держать, удерживать
hollow [ 'h o lou] пустой ; полый
holocaust [ 'h o la k o :s t]  уничтожение, гибель
housing жилище, жилье; жилищные условия;
жилищное строительство
humid [ 'h ju m id ] влажный
hunger [ '1ілг\дѳ] голод; недостаточность (питательных 
веществ)
hurricane ['Ьлгікѳп] ураган
hydrologic(al) [,h a id ro (u ) 'lo d 5 i k ( 9 l)] гидрологический 
I
ice лед
ice-cap ледниковый покров; полярный лед, льды 
центральной Арктики
illegal [ і '1і:д(э)1] незаконный, противозаконный, 
нелегальный
immediate [ i 'm iid ja t ]  срочный, незамедлительный, 
безотлагательный
immune [ i 'm ju :n ]  имунный; невосприимчивый
impact влияние, воздействие
impede [ im 'p i:d ]  препятствовать, задерживать
improper [и п 'р гэ р э ]  неправильный
improvement [ im 'p ru :v m e n t]  улучшение, исправление,
усовершенствование
impurity [ im 'p ju a r i t i ]  затрязнение, грязь; примесь 
incinerator [ in ^ s in o 'r e i ta ]  мусоросжигатель, 
мусоросжигательная установка 
incompatible [^ inkom 'poetab l] несовместимый 
increase увеличивать; вызывать рост; усиливать 
individual личность; индивидуум, особь
industrialized [ in 'd A s tr ia la iz d ]  промышленно развитый 
inflow приток воды; впадение (реки) 
ingestion [in'd^estCJ)!!] прием пищи 
ingredient [ in 'g r i id ja n t ]  ингредиент, компонент 
injection [ in 'd je k /n ]  пропитывание; внедрение 
injury [/in (d )3 (9 ) r i]  телесное повреждение; вред, ущерб 
inland внутренний (о водах) 
insect [ ' in se k t]  насекомое
insecticide [ in 's e k t i s a id ]  инсектицид (препарат для 
борьбы с насекомыми) 
inside внутренний; внутрь, внутри 
installation [ ^ in s ta 'le i jn ]  установка, сооружение 
intake впуск, всасывание, забор (воды) 
interaction [^ in ta r 'a e k jn ]  взаимодействие 
interfere [ ^ in ta 'f ia ]  вмешиваться, вторгаться 
interference [ ^ in ta 'f ia r a n s ]  вмешательство 
interior [ іп Ч іэ г іѳ ]  часть суши, удаленная от моря; 
внутренний
interrelation [ 'in t9 ( : ) r i 'l e i j ( 0 ) n ]  взаимосвязь 
involvement [ in 'v o lv m a n t]  участие 
irreversible [ хіг і 'ѵ э : sobl] необратимый 
irrigation орошение, ирригация
J
joint сустав, сочленение 
jungle [с£лг\д1] джунгли
К
keep хранить, беречь; сохранять, оставлять; содержать 
L
lack недостаток, нехватка 
landfill свалка; захоронение (отходов) 
landscape ландшафт; пейзаж 
landslide оползень, обвал (в горах)
last быть достаточным, хватать
law [1 о : ] закон; pass а - принять закон
lawn [ 1 о : п ] газон, лужайка
layer [ '1е ( і)э ]  слой, пласт
leach [li:tf] выщелачивать; проникать, просачиваться 
leachate [ ' l i : 1f it]  вещество, просачивающееся в землю 
(со свалки) 
lead [led] свинец
leakage [ 'li-.k id j] утечка, просачивание
leave выходить, покидать
legacy [ 'le g 0 si] наследство; наследие
legal [' 1 i : g э 1 ] законный
legislation [ ^ lecfjis 'le ijn ] законодательство
level [ 'le v l]  уровень, горизонт; содержание,
концентрация; степень, стадия
lime известь
limestone известняк
liquor [ 'І ік э ]  жидкость, жидкое вещество, раствор; вода; 
сточная вода 
load нагрузка
loss потеря; ущерб, урон; истощение 
lubricant [ 'l ( j )  u i b r i k o n t ]  смазочный материал 
lubricate [/l ( j ) u : b r i ke i t ]  смазывать 
lung [1лг\] легкое; the -s легкие
М
maintain обслуживать; содержать; эксплуатировать; 
ремонтировать
maintenance [ ' me i n t i n o n s  ] техническое
обслуживание; эксплуатация; уход, содержание в
исправности
make up составлять
malaria [ т э Ч е э п э ]  малярия
mammal [ ' т э е т ( э )1 ] млекопитающее
marine [ т э ' г і : п ]  морской, приморский; океанский,
океанический
maximum permissible concentration предельно допустимая 
концентрация
measure [ ' т е з ѳ ]  мера, мероприятие; to take measures 
принимать меры
measurement [' m e 3  э m e n t ] измерение, замер 
melt таять
methane [' m e Ѳ e 1 n ] метан
methyl [ ' т е Ѳі І ]  метил; -  chloroform метилхлороформ
mining разработка месторождений полезных ископаемых
mix смешивать, перемешивать
mixture [ 'mikt fa]  смесь
moisture [' m о i s э ] влажность, влага
monitor регистратор; прибор для непрерывного
измерения или контроля; управлять, регулировать
monitoring мониторинг (постоянное или долговременное
наблюдение на многих точках); контроль, контролирование
monoxide [ ma ' n o k s a i d ]  одноокись
mortality [ ' moi ' t ae l i t i ]  смертность
motionless [/m o u j ( 0 )n l i s ]  неподвижный
N
natural [ 'пае tfr(a)l] природный, естественный; 
некультивированный; нормальный
neutralization [ , n j u : t r a l ( a ) i ' z e i j ( a ) n ]  нейтрализация 
nitrate [ ' n a i t r e i t ]  нитра'г; соль азотной кислоты 
nitrite [ ' n a i t r a i t ]  соль азотистой кислоты 
noise шум, зашумленность 
nonbiodegradable [ xn o n b a i o u d a ' g r e i d a b l ]  не 
поддающийся биохимическому разложению 
nonprofit [ ' non ' p r o f i t ]  не ставящий себе целью 
извлечение прибыли; некоммерческий 
non-renewable [ xn o n r i ' n j u : a b l ]  невозобновимый 
non-waste technology [ xn o n ' we i s t  tek'nolacfci]  
безотходная технология
noxious [ ' nok / a s ]  вредный, пагубный; ядовитый, 
отравленный
nutrient [' n j u : t г I ѳ n t ] питательное вещест^р
о
observations [ ^obz o i ' ve i j nz ]  наблюдения; результаты 
наблюдений
occur [ ѳ ' к ѳ : ] случаться, происходить 
odo(u)r [ ' oudo]  запах, аромат, привкус 
oil масло; нефть, нефтепродукт 
ore [о:] руда
organic [э : ' дѳепік]  органический; органического
происхождения; органическое удобрение
outside наружный; снаружи
oxygen [ 'oksidt5 (o)n]  кислород
ozone screen [ ' о uzoun ' s k г i :n ] озоновый слой
P
parking lot стоянка для транспорта
participate [ p a : ' t i s i p e i t ]  участвовать, принимать участие 
particle [' р а : 11 k 1 ] частица 
pass [pa: s ]  пропуск
рау-off [ ' p e i ( ' ) o ( : ) f ]  выплата; награда; вознаграждение; 
отдача
penetrate проникать (внутрь), просачиваться 
perform выполнять
performance [ po ' f o i mons ]  работа; эксплуатационные 
качества
permafrost [ ' р ѳ : т э  fro st] вечная мерзлота \
pest вредитель, паразит
pesticide [ ' p e s t i s a i d ]  пестицид (препарат гіо борьбе с
вредителями и паразитами)
petrol [ ' pe t ro l ]  бензин; горючее
pipeline трубопровод
plain равнина
plot участок земли
poison [ ' po i zn]  яд, ядовитое (токсичное) соединение, 
токсин
poisonous [ ' po i z ne s ]  ядовитый
pollutant [ p e ' l u i t o n t ]  загрязняющее вещество, 
загрязнитель; примеси (в воздухе 
pollute [ р ѳ ' 1 u : t ] загрязнять
pollution [ po ' l u i j n ]  загрязнение, загрязненность
pond пруд, бассейн, водоем
pool водоем, бассейн; водохранилище
population популяция; население, жители
power station электростанция
precaution [ p r i ' ko : J n]  предосторожность; мера
предосторожности
precious [ ' p r e j e s ]  драгоценный
precipitation [ p r i , s i p i ' t e i j n ]  осаждение; осадки;
выпадение осадков
predator [ ' p r e d o t e ]  хищник
predict предсказывать
prediction предсказание
preserve [ p r i ' z o : v ]  сохранять, охранять; заповедник, 
заказник
pressure [' р геJo ] интенсивная эксплуатация (ресурсов, 
ведущая к их истощению); давление 
pretreatment [ p r i : ' t r i : t m e n t ]  предварительная 
обработка; предочистка
prevent предупреждать, предотвращать; предохранять 
prevention предупреждение, предотвращение 
priority [ p r a i ' o r i t i ]  приоритет; порядок очередности, 
срочность
probe проба; зонд; зондировать 
process [ ' p r ous e s ]  перерабатывать, обрабатывать 
processing [ ' p rouses i r j j  переработка, обработка; 
обезвреживание (отходов) 
production производство; продуктивность 
productivity производительность; продуктивность 
profit прибыль; отдача; экономическая эффективность 
prope!la(e)nt движущая сила
proper правильный, надлежащий, должный; подходящий, 
годный
protect защищать, охранять 
protection защита, охрана
provide снабжать; обеспечивать; давать;
- for предусматривать 
provision [pro ' v  1 31 1] постановление; мера 
предосторожности
public utilities [ j u ( : ) /t i l i t i z ]  предприятия общественного 
пользования; коммунальные сооружения; коммунальные 
услуги
pump качать, перекачивать 
pure [ р j и э ] чистый
purification [ ^ p j u o r i f i ' ke i j n ]  очистка; обеззараживание; 
ректификация, рафинация; natural - самоочистка 
purpose [ ' po :pos ]  цель
Q
quality [ ' kwol i t i ]  качество; сорт; свойство
quantity [ ' kwon t i t  1 ] количество; ~s большое количество;
множество, изобилие
R
radiation радиация, излучение
rainfall дождевые осадки; количество осадков
raise поднимать
range сфера, зона, область; радиус действия; 
интервал; амплитуда; диапазон; встречаться (о растении, 
животном); колебаться ( в определенных пределах) 
гаге [ г 8 ѳ ] редкий
raw material [ г о : ] сырье
realize [ ' r i o l a i z ]  понимать, осознавать; осуществлять, 
выполнять
recharge перезаряжать, повторно заряжать 
reclaim поднимать целину; осваивать заброшенные 
земли; мелиорировать
record [' г е к о : d ] : on ~ официальный; зарегистрированный
recreation отдых; развлечение; мелиорация;
восстановление (земель)
recultivation рекультивация
recycle [ , r i : ' s a i k l ]  вторично использовать
recycling [ ^ r i ' s a i k l i q j  рециркуляция отходов; замкнутая 
система водоснабжения на промышленных предприятиях 
reduce [ г і 7 dj u : s ] снижать; уменьшать; сокращать 
reduction [ r i ' dAkJn]  снижение; уменьшение; сокращение 
reflect отражать
reforestation [ ' r i : xf o r i s ' t e i J n ]  лесовозобновление,
лесовосстановление
refugee [ xr e f j u ( : ) ' d 5 i :] беженец
refuse [7 г е fj u : s ] твердые отходы, твердые отбросы
region [7гі :сіз(э)п] область, район, зона; край;
пространство; место; регион
regeneration регенерация, восстановление
regulation регулирование; управление;
контроль; регламентация; нормирование; правила; нормы
г el at i on отн ошени e
relationship взаимоотношение; взаимосвязь, взаимо­
зависимость
release [ r i ' l i : s] выброс, выпуск, сброс; утечка, потеря; 
выбрасывать, выпускать
removal [ r i ' mu i vo l ]  удаление, вывод; смыв, снос, 
вымывание
repair [ r i ' peo]  ремонтировать; исправлять; восстанавливать 
replace возвращать; пополнять; восстанавливать; заменять 
require [ r i ' kwa i o]  требовать
requirement [rfkwaioment] требование; потребность в 
чем-либо
reservation: wildlife -  заповедник 
reserve [ n ' z o i v ]  резерв, запас; заповедник;
nature - природная охраняемая территория 
reservoir [ ' r ezovwa: ]  водохранилище; пруд, водоем; 
емкость, резервуар
residue [ ' r ez id ju : ]  остаток; осадок; отстой, шлам, хвосты 
respond отвечать; реагировать; нести ответственность 
response [ r i s ' pons ]  ответ; реакция, реагирование; отклик 
resources [ r i 7s o : siz] ресурсы, запасы, резервы;
renewable- (возобновляемые) природные ресурсы 
restriction ограничение
reusable [ ' r i : ' j u : z9b l ]  годный для повторного 
использования; повторно используемый 
reuse [ r i ' j u : s ]  повторное использование 
revolve [ r i ' volv]  вращаться; обращаться 
rodent грызун 
rubbish сор, мусор, хлам 
rule [г и : 1 ] правило; норма 
runoff [ ' rAn'of]  СТОК
S
safe безопасный, надежный 
safety надежность, безопасность 
saline [ sa ' l a i n ]  солончак, засоленная почва 
salt [s o : 11] соль
sample [ ' sc rmpl ]  образец, проба; отбирать образцы 
sand песок
scale накипь; твердый осадок; масштаб, размер 
screen просеивать, сортировать 
scrubber [ 'бсглЬэ] скруббер; газоочиститель 
seal тюлень
security [ s i ' k j uo r i t i ]  безопасность, надежность; 
охрана, защита
sediment [ ' s ed i mon t ]  осадок, отстой; отложение 
sedimentation осаждение, отстаивание; отложение 
(наносов)
select выбирать; производить отбор, селекцию 
separator разделитель, отделитель, сепаратор; 
решетка; сито
septic гнилостный, септический
settle осаждать(ся), отстаивать(ся)
settling отстаивание, осаждение; осветление; отстой;
осадок
severe [ s i ' v io]  суровый, холодный (о погоде, климате); 
строгий; жесткий; сильный (о буре)
sewage [ ' s jui ids]  нечистоты, сточные воды; канализация
sewer [' sj и э ] коллектор; канализационная труба;
сточная труба
shade тень; затенять
share [Je 9] делить(ся)
shelter кров, пристанище; приют; убежище 
shore [Jo:] берег, побережье
shortage [ ' Joi t idj ]  нехватка, недостаток, дефицит 
shrub куст
site местоположение; площадка, участок 
slag шлак
slope уклон; откос, склон 
sludge ил, осадок (сточных вод) 
smoke дым, копоть 
society [ so ' s a i o t i ]  общество 
soft мягкий
softening [ ' sofnir\ ]  смягчение (воды) 
soil почва, грунт, земля
solid твердое тело; рі. плотные частицы; прочный, надежный 
solvent растворитель 
soot сажа, копоть 
space космос
species [ ' s p i :/ і : z] вид, виды
spoil (spoilt, Spoilt) сбрасывать в отвал; портить,
производить брак
Spray распылять, разбрызгивать
stack дымовая или выхлопная труба
standard стандарт, норма; критерий
step стадия
storage [ ' s t о : r idj ]  накопление, аккумулирование; 
хранение; запас, емкость 
storm шторм, ураган, буря
stream река, ручей, поток 
stretch тянуться, простираться 
strict строгий
subject [ s ob 'd ^e kt ]  подвергать 
substance вещество 
suffer страдать
suitable [ ' s j u : t э b l ] пригодный, подходящий 
sulphate [ ' sAlfei t]  соль серной кислоты, сульфат
summit [ ' sAmit] вершина, верх 
supply [ so ' p l a i ]  запас; подача; снабжение; food- 
пищевые ресурсы; - needs удовлетворять потребности 
surface [ ' soi f i s ]  поверхность 
survival [S9: ' va iv(9) l ]  выживание 
survive [ s o / v a i v ]  выживать, оставаться в живых 
survivor [ so : ' v a i v 9 ] оставшийся в живых, уцелевший 
suspended [ s a s ' pe nd i d ]  хим. взвешенный 
sustainable [ s a s ' t e i n a b l ]  устойчивый, 
обеспечивающий существование 
switch from ... to переключаться
Т
tank резервуар; бак; цистерна, сборник; небольшой 
водоем
tap кран (водопроводный) 
taste вкус
terrestrial [ t i ' r e s t r i a l ]  земной; наземный
test подвергать испытанию, испытывать, проверять
threat [Gret] угроза
threaten [ ' Gr et n]  уг рожат ь
timber (товарное) лесонасаждение, строевой лес
toxic токсический, ядовитый; токсическое вещество
toxin [ ' t o k s i n ]  яд, токсин
transfer ['traensfa:] перемещение, перенос, передвижение 
[traens'fa:] перемещать, переносить
trap ловушка; отделитель, фильтр, сепаратор; 
улавливать
travel передвигаться; перемещаться; мигрировать 
treat [ t r i : t ]  обращаться, обходиться; обрабатывать; 
лечить
treatment обращение; очистка; обработка; улучшение 
качества, обогащение; внесение, применение (удобрений, 
ядохимикатов)
trihalomethane [ j r i ' h o e l o ' m e G e i n ]  тригалометан 
U
undergo [^Ando'gou] подвергаться 
unfavourable [An' feivrobl ]  неблагоприятный; 
отрицательный
unit [ ' j u : ni t ]  установка; агрегат; единица измерения 
urban [ ' э : Ьэп] ж городской
used использованный; отработанный; изношенный; 
подержанный, старый
V
valuable [ ' voel juobl]  ценный 
vapour [ 'ѵеірэ]  пар; туман
vegetation растительность, растительный покров; 
зеленый фонд
vehicle [ ' ѵі : ikl ]  автомобиль, автотранспортное средство 
versatile [ ' vo i so t a i l ]  разносторонний; универсальный, 
многоцелевой л ^
vital [ ' vai t l ]  жизненный; насущный, существенный,, 
крайне необходимый
w
warmth [ wo : m 0 ] тепло
warn [wo:n] ’ предупреждать, предостерегать 
wash [woj] смыв, размыв; вымывание, наносы; 
промывка
waste отходы; сточные воды; -  disposal удаление 
отходов или сточных вод; - gas отработанный газ;
- heat сбрасываемое тепло; 
agricultural ~ сельскохозяйственные отходы; 
animal - отходы животноводства; factory - 
промышленные отходы; household -  бытовые 
отходы; industrial ~ промышленные 
(производственные) отходы; nuclear ~ отходы 
атомной промышленности 
wastewater [ ' wei s twoi to]  сточные воды; domestic - 
бытовые сточные воды; municipal -  городские сточные 
воды
water body водоем, водохранилище
w aterfow l [ 'w o : 1 0 fau 1 ] водоплавающая птица
watershed [ 'wo: to Jed] бассейн реки
water table уровень (горизонт) грунтовых вод, водное
зеркало
weather [ 'we5o]  погода; подвергаться атмосферному
воздействию; выветриваться
weed сорняк, сорное растение
welfare [ 'wel feo]  благосостояние; благополучие
well колодец; источник; скважина
wildlife [ ' wa i l d l a i f ]  дикая природа; дикие
животные; животный мир
windmill ветряная мельница
woodland [ ' wudl ond]  лес, лесистая местность; лесной 
массив
z
zone зона, район
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